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ABSTRACT 
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Old Dominion University, 2016 
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Since the early studies by Auston, photoconductive semiconductor switches (PCSSs) 
have been investigated intensively for many applications owing to their unique advantages over 
conventional gas and mechanical switches.   These advantages include high speeds, fast rise 
times, optical isolation, compact geometry, and negligible jitter.  Another important requirement 
is the ability to operate at high repetition rates with long device lifetimes (i.e., good reliability 
without degradation). Photoconductive semiconductor switches (PCSSs) are low-jitter compact 
alternatives to traditional gas switches in pulsed power systems. The physical properties of 
Silicon Carbide (SiC), such as a large bandgap (3.1-3.35 eV), high avalanche breakdown field 
(~3 MV/cm), and large thermal conductivity (4-5 W/cm-K) with superior radiation hardness and 
resistance to chemical attack, make SiC an attractive candidate for high voltage, high 
temperature, and high power device applications.  
A model-based analysis of the steady-state, current-voltage response of semi-insulating 
4H-SiC was carried out to probe the internal mechanisms, focusing on electric field driven 
effects. Relevant physical processes, such as multiple defects, repulsive potential barriers to 
electron trapping, band-to-trap impact ionization, and field-dependent detrapping, were 
comprehensively included. Results of our model matched the available experimental data fairly 
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well over orders of magnitude variation in the current density. A number of important parameters 
were also extracted in the process through comparisons with available data. Finally, based on our 
analysis, the possible presence of holes in the samples could be discounted up to applied fields as 
high as 275 kV/cm.  
In addition, calculations of electric field distributions in a SiC photoconductive 
semiconductor switch structure with metal contacts employing contact extensions on a high-k 
HfO2 dielectric were carried out, with the goal of assessing reductions in the peak electric fields.  
For completeness, analysis of thermal heating in a lateral PCSS structure with such modified 
geometries after photoexcitation was also included.  
The simulation results of the electric field distribution show that peak electric fields, and 
hence the potential for device failure, can be mitigated by these strategies.  A combination of the 
two approaches was shown to produce up to a ~67% reduction in peak fields.  The reduced 
values were well below the threshold for breakdown in SiC material using biasing close to 
experimental reports.  The field mitigation was shown to depend on the length of the metal 
overhang. Further, the calculations show that, upon field mitigation, the internal temperature rise 
would also be controlled.  A maximum value of 980 K was obtained here for an 8 ns electrical 
pulse at a 20 kV external bias, which is well below the limits for generating local stress or cracks 
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Both Silicon and semi-insulating GaAs photoconductive switches (PCSSs) have been 
used in many high power applications. However, the physical properties of silicon carbide (SiC), 
such as a large bandgap (3.1-3.35 eV), high avalanche breakdown field (~3 MV/cm), and large 
thermal conductivity (4-5 W/cm-K) with superior radiation hardness and resistance to chemical 
attack, make SiC an attractive candidate for high voltage, high temperature, and high power 
device applications [1-4].  An important advantage of SiC is the ability to grow a stable thermal 
oxide, enabling fabrication of MOS-based device structures.  Silicon carbide has a number of 
different polytypes, and 4H-SiC, which is a wurtzite material with a hexagonal Brillouin Zone 
(BZ), is favored (for example, over 6H-SiC) because of the higher and more isotropic bulk 
mobility.  The latter translates to lower on-resistance in power devices and higher current density 
(J) capability. 
GaAs has been employed as a linear photoswitch material due to its high electron 
mobility and large dark resistivity. The large mobility reduces the optical energy requirements 
necessary to produce a given conduction resistance. SiC, on the other hand, has comparatively 
much lower electron mobility, yet it can be designed for linear mode operations without an 
increase in optical closure energy. This is possible because of the material characteristics itself. 
A very low mobility in SiC is more than compensated by the very high breakdown strength 
(3x106 V/cm) [5]. If the band gap or sub-band-gap radiation is used to illuminate the respective 
materials, only 34% of the optical energy is necessary to produce the same conduction resistance 
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in a SiC switch as compared to a GaAs switch. Thus, the linear SiC switch can be used at much 
lower optical power, making it a remarkable improvement in the specification of linear PCSS. 
The main disadvantage with SiC as a photoswitch material is the high trigger energies required 
for linear-mode operation. SiC switches require a much higher optical energy to reach low ON-
state resistance compared with high-gain GaAs photoswitches [5,6]. 
Since the early studies by Auston [7], photoconductive semiconductor switches (PCSSs) 
have been investigated intensively for many applications owing to their unique advantages over 
conventional gas and mechanical switches.   These advantages include high speeds, fast rise 
times, optical isolation, compact geometry, and negligible jitter.  Another important advantage is 
the ability to operate at high repetition rates with long device lifetimes (i.e., good reliability 
without degradation).  In particular, photoconductive semiconductor switches (PCSSs) are low-
jitter compact alternatives to traditional gas switches in pulsed power systems [5].  The 
advantages of PCSSs make them a perfect choice for many important applications where 
switching accuracy and high electric field (E) capability are required, such as in microwave and 
millimeter wave generation, impulse ultrawideband radar, and pulsed power systems, particle 
accelerators, direct energy systems, high-voltage pulse generation, and electron-beam pumped 
lasers [6,8-11].  Although most PCSSs have been fabricated using Si or GaAs, these materials 
have critical intrinsic limitations for operation at high fields, high temperatures, and high 
radiation levels [12,13].  
Hence, there has been a great deal of interest in the development of SiC power switches, 
owing to the excellent properties of SiC [14,15].  For example, SiC is resistant to chemical attack 
and radiation and is stable at high temperatures [4].  Besides, SiC is the only technology 
currently available that can achieve MegaWatt output power and MegaHertz repetition rates, 
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which are of practical interest [11,16].  For the same breakdown voltage, the on-state resistance 
of a SiC device is expected to be lower by two orders of magnitude than that for Si because 
smaller layer thicknesses and/or higher doping levels can be used [17].   
A small on-state resistance, which is a critical parameter for reduced power dissipation, 
not only depends on the semiconductor material used, but also on the contact properties.  The 
contact problems are exacerbated by the need for the high-temperature high power operation 
expected of SiC devices.  However, the use of n+-GaN subcontact current spreading layers for 
4H–SiC PCSS devices have been shown [18] to alleviate this potential problem. 
This contribution focuses on an analysis of the steady-state and time dependent current-
voltage response of semi-insulating 4H–SiC to probe the internal mechanisms and transport 
processes.  There appears to be a relative dearth of reports in the literature pertaining to high 
field electronic behavior in semi-insulating SiC devices, barring a few studies [19], as compared 
to the well-studied GaAs material system.  Furthermore, a good physical understanding of the 
inherent physics is essential if one hopes to predict and tailor the electrical response of SiC 
photoconductive switches at high fields.  Internal traps and defects in the SiC devices are known 
to play an important role in shaping the observed J-E response [20].  For instance, experimental 
steady-state curves, obtained by a group at Texas Tech University and shown in Figure 1.1, are 
for a set of 4H-SiC samples with Ohmic contacts deposited by sputtering 50 nm Nickel-Chrome 
on 10 nm Titanium.  The area of the SiC samples was roughly 6.35 mm × 6.35 mm, of which the 
contact areal dimensions were 4.826 mm × 4.826 mm.  The distance between the top and bottom 
electrodes was 0.454 mm, and included many of the other device details as discussed elsewhere 
[21].  Some of the SiC samples (e.g., SiC1 as shown in Figure 1.1) were irradiated with a high-
energy electron beam (1 MeV) for 3.5 hours with a total fluence of 2×1018 electrons/cm2 to add 
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additional deep trap states that allowed the device to be operated at high electric fields with low 












Figure 1.1.  The experimental J-F characteristics obtained for semi-insulating 4H-SiC photoconductive devices.  
Solid line is for sample SiC1, taken from a set of samples that were electron-beam irradiated, while dashed line is 
for sample SiC2 that was not irradiated. 
 
The experimental J–E curves indicate a nonlinear response, with space charge limited 
currents [24-26] expected to play an important part in molding the device characteristics.  A 
cursory examination of the results of Figure 1.1 reveal the following features: (a) With negligible 
irradiation (sample SiC2), i.e., low levels of externally created traps, the current is seen to rise 
quite sharply by about three orders of magnitude at relatively low electric fields around 18 
kV/cm.  This trend is suggestive of a Mott-Gurney-like behavior [27], which is generally 
characteristic of space-charge transport in the absence of traps.  However, at moderately higher 
electric fields (above ~22 kV/cm), the J–E curve of figure 1.1 is seen to exhibit a small, yet 
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nearly constant, slope.  Due to the semi-logarithmic plot, this translates into a near exponential 
growth in current up to a field of about 130 kV/cm.  At higher fields, a change in the slope is 
visible, and suggests the onset of another contributory process.  (b) The samples in Figure 1.1 
subjected to irradiation (denoted by SiC1), which can be assumed to have a much higher density 
of internal traps, exhibit much lower currents by comparison.  This is expected, based on the 
theory of space-charge currents with electron trapping [24-26].  However, at fields just beyond 
180 kV/cm, the measured currents rise sharply, a feature that is a likely signature of trap-filled 
conduction.  More interestingly, though, current densities at much higher electric fields (i.e., 
values in excess of 225 kV/cm) seem to exhibit a slower rise at a nearly constant slope.  This 
suggests an exponential-type current increase and marks the transition to another conduction 
regime. 
 Here, steady-state current conduction in semi-insulating SiC samples meant for high 
power photoconductive switches was probed, based on a one-dimensional (1D) model.  A 
number of relevant processes, such as multiple defects, repulsive potential barriers to electron 
trapping, band-to-trap impact ionization, and field-dependent detrapping, were evoked and are 
included in a comprehensive model analyses.  The roles of the various mechanisms and their 
respective electric field ranges of applicability are simulated.  Simulated numerical results agree 
with the data for both the irradiated and the non-radiated 4H-SiC samples. 
Calculations of electric field distributions within a SiC base photoconductive switch were 
also carried out to probe the effectiveness of strategies for mitigating the peak values. An issue 
of increasing concern, as power levels scale up and requirements move to larger switching 
voltages, is device reliability.  In particular, recent work by Mauch et al. has shown crack 
formation in the SiC at the SiC/metal interface [21] in a variety of different device configurations 
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and structures.  It has been hypothesized that the underlying cause of the observed cracks was 
either 1) the result of large current densities at the SiC/metal interface during operation, which 
could then also led to localized hot spots, or 2) the effect of high electric fields at the contact-SiC 
interface.  Regardless of the origin, experimental optical microscope images confirm that the 
cracks form primarily near the surface and at points of greatest field enhancement [21]. 
High electric fields-driven device failures are well known.  Detrimental effects can arise 
from the production of hot electrons [28] having sufficient energy to generate an electron-hole 
avalanche by impact ionization.  Channeling of energy by the hot electrons increases the local 
temperatures.  Thermal expansion can then lead to high stress or even to cracking in the vicinity 
of the hot spots.  For completeness, it may be mentioned that a second (though not so well 
recognized) mechanism under high field operation is associated with the inverse piezoelectric 
effect (IPE) [29,30].  The basic source is the piezoelectric nature of a material that leads to strain 
under externally applied electric fields.  The internal strain can create defects, in turn causing 
eventual degradation, and can increase the device resistance, due to time-dependent trap 
generation.  This aspect would certainly be detrimental to photoconductive operation since low 
ON-state resistance values are typically desired.  However, to clarify, it may be mentioned that 
there are differences between the hot electron (HE) scenario and the IPE.  For example, at higher 
temperatures, the electron mean free path (which is dictated by phonon scattering) typically 
becomes shorter.  Hence, a higher electric field (i.e., higher device bias voltage) is then 
necessary, in order to drive hot electrons beyond the impact ionization threshold, thus weakening 
the role of hot electrons.  However, in the case of the IPE, higher temperatures would make it 
easier to cause stress and crack formation, as these processes are governed by Arrhenius-type 
activation energy barriers.  In the present context, though, the IPE is not expected to be very 
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significant, since the piezoelectric constants for SiC are not very large, unlike some other wide 
bandgap materials like GaN.  However, there could be a role if localized temperatures are not 
contained. 
In any event, regardless of the exact mechanism, it is clearly beneficial to be able to 
mitigate the peak electric fields, or at least to re-shape their distribution towards greater 
uniformity with suppression of spatially localized peaks.  Only then could one achieve the full 
performance potential of SiC devices for high power applications.  One specific aim in the 
context of the observed SiC failures would be to reduce the peak electric field values in the 
neighborhood of the metal-semiconductor interface.  Proper design of the edge terminations is 
necessary to reduce the well-known field crowding at the edges.  Towards this end, a 
combination of two strategies is proposed.  The first makes use of an extension of the metal 
contact to shape the potential, an idea originally proposed in the context of silicon planar diodes 
[31].  The concept is similar to the field plates used to mitigate the IPE in GaN High Electron 
Mobility (HEMT) structures [32], and also implemented in a number of other instances for 
GaAs- and GaN-based devices [33-35].  The extension of metal contacts should reduce the 
maximum electric field by offering an extended surface for termination of the field lines, thus 
effectively spreading the electric field over a larger distance, instead of having a concentrated 
field flux at the end-tip of the metal contact.  Effectively, this would then lower the field 
crowding at the metal contact edge and would modify the field distribution.  It may be mentioned 
for completeness that the metal contact extensions would typically come at the cost of additional 
parasitic capacitance.  Though this might be an issue for the frequency response of transistors or 







Figure 1.2.  Schematic of the geometries of the 4H-SiC PCSS used in the simulations. (a) Basic geometry.  
(b) Mesa structure with metal extensions at both the anode and cathode ends, and (c) a similar PCSS mesa structure 
with metal overhang over HfO2 material.  (d)  Metal extensions over a thin HfO2 layer that spans the entire length 
between the two electrodes. 
The second feature involves the use of high-k dielectric materials to cover the surface of 
the SiC PCSS in order to further mitigate the fields and thus also to reduce any potential for 
localized heating.  A schematic (not to scale) of the proposed structure and simulated geometry is 
shown in Figure 1.1(c).  It consists of a thin HfO2 layer acting as a high-k dielectric, with the 
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metal in contact with the SiC and also present on the HfO2 surface as an overhang.  The basic 
PCSS dimensions and shape without any metal overhang or surface dielectric layer are shown in 
Figure 1.2(a).  The sizes chosen in the figure correspond to the devices tested in a recent report 
by Mauch et al. [21].  The figure shows a 300 nm thick Ni-doped SiC layer just below the 
contacts.  The doping was originally introduced in order to reduce the contact resistance of the 
PCSS.  Figure 1.2(b) shows the use of a metal overhang on top of the SiC material, with the 
metal extension having a length L at each side.   
Next, the use of a similar mesa-structure but with HfO2 as a high-k dielectric sandwiched 
between the metallic contact extension and the SiC bulk is depicted in figure 1.2(c).  An alternate 
structure employing HfO2 is shown in figure 1.2(d).  It is similar to that of figure 1.2(c), but in 
(d), the metal extensions lie over a thin HfO2 layer that spans the entire length between the two 
electrodes. 
The high-k dielectric can transmit or extract electric flux more efficiently.  Hence, the 
peak fields (especially at the edges and sharp corners) can be expected to decrease due a 
combination of both the extended metal-plate overhang structure and the HfO2 material.  In 
addition, since HfO2 is an insulator with a bandgap of about 5.5 eV, it presents a potential barrier 
to electronic transfer from SiC.  Hence, carriers generated in SiC would be contained within that 
material, and possibilities of current flow and spillage into HfO2 would be minimal.  
Furthermore, the higher bandgap of HfO2, in comparison to SiC, would ensure that no photo-
absorption would take place within the oxide dielectric layer.  As regards high-k dielectrics, 
inorganic materials such as PZT [Pb(Zr0.53Ti0.47)O3] and Barium Strontium Titanate which might 
have been considered, but were not used here since they could present potential problems 
because of their hysteresis behavior.  On the other hand, high-k materials such as HfO2 or Ta2O5, 
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which are relatively hysteresis-free [36], would be ideal candidates for the present application.  
Hence, here HfO2 was chosen as a candidate for numerical evaluations. 
In this contribution, calculations of electric field distributions in a SiC PCSS structure with 
metal contacts employing contact extensions on a high-k HfO2 dielectric have been carried out, 
with the goal of assessing reductions in the peak electric fields.  For completeness, analysis of 
thermal heating in a lateral PCSS structure with such modified geometries after photoexcitation 
is also included. 
 
1.2 The Scope and Organization of the Dissertation Research 
This dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 1 provides a brief introduction to the 
presented work, including the motivation for the project. Chapter 2 discusses theoretical 
principles of photoconductive switches, including characteristics of SiC material and 
classification of photoconductive switches. This chapter also describes the transport in semi-
insulation materials. Lastly, Chapter 2 reviews other relevant issues for photoconductive 
switching, including single and double injection.   
Chapter 3 focuses on the simulation methods for photoconductive switch analyses. This 
chapter includes details of the mathematical model used for the one-dimensional steady-state 
analysis. Numerical implementation for drift-diffusion analysis is also presented in this chapter. 
Further, a description of the Anode Hole model was mentioned. Also this provides a COMSOL 
computation for the inclusion of multi-dimensional and thermal analysis. This chapter also 
contains an introduction to and relevant discussion of the COMSOL Multi-physics software tool 
that was used for the two-dimensional electric field distributions and thermal analysis. 
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Chapter 4 presents the results from simulations using the models presented and discussed 
in Chapter 3. Values for the various parameters were calculated using the comparison of 
simulation results with the available experimental data. Reasons for the different behaviors of the 
curves are also discussed in this chapter. Finally, the results of the simulations with high-k 
dielectrics and metal overhang in SiC samples for reduced electric field profiles are deliberated.  
Finally, Chapter 5 provides conclusions, as well as suggestions for future work that could 




















BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter focuses on much of the background material on photoconductive switches.  
It begins with the simple concept of photoconductivity and the optical modulation of the 
conductivity of semiconductor materials.  As already stated in Chapter 1, the primary goal of this 
dissertation research is to use SiC-based photoconductive semiconductor switches (PCSSs) for 
high power, high-voltage applications.  The general utility and applications of photoconductive 
switches are briefly outlined in Section 2.2.  The next section, 2.3, of the chapter focuses on 
some basic background on photoconductive switches.  Section 2.4 outlines the different types of 
semiconductor switches, their modes of operation, geometries, and types of metal contacts.  In 
section 2.5, details of the various semiconductor materials that could be used for such 
photoconductive applications are provided and discussed.  Material requirements are discussed.  
The specific advantages of SiC material are outlined, and properties of SiC are reviewed in this 
section.  Section 2.6 reviews the transport processes in PCSS devices with a focus on the role of 
contacts and related carrier injection, the influence of traps and their effects on carrier 
conduction, and the current-voltage response of the device.  Other relevant issues such as 
generation-recombination processes are also discussed.  Lastly, Section 2.6 touches upon the 
basic ideas of transport in semi-insulating materials.  Finally, in Section 2.7, some of the issues 
relevant to high power applications based on SiC PCSS devices, including transit-time, 




2.2 Photoconductivity and the Basic Concepts 
Photoconductivity is the simple process of photon absorption by a semiconductor leading 
to the creation of mobile charge.  In the presence of an externally applied voltage, the charge 
thus created by the photons can move, giving rise to conductivity.  Thus, the optical source 
modulates the conductivity of the material.  The process of optical absorption can involve two 
distinct routes: intrinsic absorption corresponding to the direct optical transition of electrons 
from the valence band to the conduction band, and extrinsic absorption involving transitions 
from either the conduction or valence bands to mid-gap defect levels.  Since photons hardly have 
any momentum, the transitions are always direct.  Hence, energies much higher than the bandgap 
are required for intrinsic absorption in indirect semiconductors such as Si, SiC etc.  The optical 
absorption does not occur uniformly in a photoconductive material, but rather is dictated by the 
Beer-Lampert law [37], which predicts an exponential-type non-uniform behavior.  Thus, the 
optical intensity I(z) propagating into the material is given as: I(z) = I(z=0) exp(-αz), where z is 
the normal distance from the incident surface into the absorbing material, and α is the 
wavelength-dependent absorption coefficient.  The parameter α also depends on the material and 
generally increases with shorter wavelength associated with the larger density of states available 
for absorption at higher energies.  In a relatively short device (with the switch thickness smaller 
than or equal to the absorption depth), or in situations relying on extrinsic absorption, this would 
ensure a fairly uniform carrier generation and conductivity modulation throughout the material. 
The photoconductivity described above is used to drive photoconductive semiconductor 
switches (PCSSs), and an early review on this subject can be found in the book edited by C. H. 
Lee [38].  The device concept of a photoconductive switch is based on getting a semiconductor 
material to conduct electricity when it is turned on by light shining on the structure.  Prior to the 
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optical turn-on, the device material does not conduct any electricity and has a very low value of 
“dark current.”  This low dark current signifies that the switch is in the OFF-state, but starts to 
conduct upon optical illumination.  Usually in such PCSS devices, the electrical conduction 
ceases or rapidly decays once the light source is turned off.  Under some situations, the electrical 
conduction can continue and can be long-lived; this is called a "latch-on" or "lock-on" effect 
[39].  The fundamental mechanism and inherent physical processes relevant to this effect are not 
completely understood to date. 
The PCSS devices have primarily been used for two distinct types of applications: (a) in 
high power engineering and in pulsed-power systems, and (b) for ultrafast electronics and 
communications.  The former class of applications requires the use of rugged devices that can 
withstand large (up to MV) voltages and can carry large currents (on the order of kA) in the ON 
state.  In this arena, photoconductive switches offer an economic alternative to high voltage 
thermionic valves, triggered spark gaps, and thyristor stacks.  The main advantages are that no 
losses are incurred by heaters, and that they offer a much longer working life and a 
photoconductive switch can readily be turned off.  Other typical applications include uses for 
low-frequency high-voltage generators and impulse generators, and for power electronics where 
PCSS show significant advantages over thyristors and power Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field 
Effect Transistors (MOSFETS).  Some other high power applications include microwave and 
millimeter wave generation, impulse and ultrawideband radar, pulsed power systems, particle 
accelerators, directed energy systems, and trigger generator systems [6,8-11].  The PCSS devices 
can be used in generating ultra-wideband signals where one is trying to produce only a few 
cycles per burst.  Ultra-wideband is generally defined as a signal having a bandwidth that is 
>25% of the center frequency and whose power spectrum is continuous between the minimum 
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and maximum frequency.  Generally a frequency of 1GHz or higher is needed, and switching 
speeds of tens to hundreds of picoseconds is required to precisely generate the signals.  The 
PCSS devices are capable of such speeds and also of repetitive action. 
The second class of applications are in the area of ultrafast but low-power electronics 
[40,41].  Such devices typically employ much smaller gaps between the two conducting 
electrodes to provide high speeds.  The use of such ultrafast switching for electronic applications 
was made possible by the development of ultrashort pulse mode-locked laser systems.  Such 
devices can be used for both the generation and detection of picosecond and subpicosecond 
electrical transients. In addition, differential photoconductive sampling techniques with a 
temporal resolution independent of the carrier lifetime have been demonstrated using such PCSS 
devices [42], and subpicosecond electrical pulses have been generated using asymmetric 
excitation of long-carrier-lifetime material [43].  It has also been shown that, based on the use of 
circuit ideas, one could implement pulse shaping to generate picosecond pulses [44]. 
 
2.2.1 Photoexcitation 
Atoms and molecules have electrons bound in orbitals with specific energy levels. If a 
photon with energy h𝑣 is absorbed by an electron in an atom or a molecule, the electron may be 
excited to a higher energy level if the energy level difference between the initial and final states 
is equal to h𝑣. This process is called photoexcitation and this is given in Figure 2.1. The vertical 
arrows show the transition. The solid circles and empty circles represent electrons and the 
vacancy left by the ionized or excited electron, respectively. The minimum energy needed to free 
an electron in an atom or a molecule is called the ionization energy of this electron. In the 
interaction of photons with atoms and molecules, electrons can be freed if the photon energy is 
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larger than the binding energy of these electrons, which is the process of direct photoionization 
[45]. These two are schematically explained in Figure 2.1.  
 
Figure 2.1. Schematic diagram of the photoexcitation and photoionization processes. 
 
Photoexcitation can be mainly categorized into two sections: direct transition and indirect 
transition. In direct transition, phonons are not involved. The photon momentum is negligible 
compared with the electron momentum, so that when the photon is absorbed, it excites an 
electron from the valence band to the conduction band. The electron’s k-vector does not change. 
A direct transition on E-k diagram is a vertical transition from an initial energy E and wavevector 
k in the VB to a final energy E’ and wavevector k’ in the conduction band where k’=k as 




Figure 2.2. A direct transition from the valence band (VB) to the conduction band (CB) due to an absorption of a 
photon [46]. 
 
In indirect bandgap semiconductors such as Si and Ge, the photon absorption for photon 
energies near Eg requires the absorption and emission of phonons during the absorption process, 
as shown in Figure 2.3. The absorption onset corresponds to a photon energy of (Eg – h𝑣), which 
represents the absorption of a phonon with energy h𝑣.  
 
      




The presence of localized electronic states in the band gap will increase the absorption of 
subband-gap photons. Therefore, absorption of subband-gap photons is very weak in single 
crystalline solids. Amorphous semiconductors have a considerable density of localized states, 
with energy in the gap giving rise to the absorption of subband-gap photons. Single subband-gap 
optical transitions in a semiconductor or insulator will generate an electron-hole pair.  
The mechanisms of electron-hole pair generation induced by absorption of a subband-gap 
photon in an n-type semiconductor are illustrated in Figure 2.4. Mainly, there are three different 
mechanisms: (a), (b), and (c). In mechanism (a), a valence band electron absorbs a photon of 
energy ℎ𝑣 and is promoted to an empty localized state at energy E in the band gap. The rate of 
this process per band-gap state at E can be denoted as 𝑘(𝐸 − ℎ𝑣, 𝐸)Φ, where Φ being the light 
intensity. There will be two processes in this mechanism. The hole generated at 𝐸 − ℎ𝑣 relaxes 
very quickly to the top of the valence band. The electron in the band-gap state at E can be 
thermally excited into a delocalized state at the bottom of the conduction band with a 
rate 𝜀(𝐸, 𝐸𝐶). This rate is equal to 𝛽𝑛𝑁𝐶exp [(𝐸 − 𝐸𝐶)/𝑘𝐵𝑇], where 𝛽𝑛 is the rate constant for 
the capture of a conduction band electron in a band-gap state and 𝑁𝐶 is the effective density of 




Figure 2.4 Mechanisms of electron-hole pair generation induced by absorption of a subband-gap photon, mediated 
by localized band-gap states [47]. 
 
As a result of this mechanism, an electron at the bottom of the conduction band and a hole at the 
top of the valence band are generated. Mechanism (b) explains the way that an electron from a 
localized state in the band gap at energy E optically excites into a conduction band state at 𝐸 +
ℎ𝑣. The rate per band-gap state is denoted as 𝑘(𝐸, 𝐸 + ℎ𝑣)Φ. Thermally excited electrons from 
the top of the valence band will fill the empty states in the band-gap with the rate of 𝜀(𝐸𝑉, 𝐸) 
[48]. In mechanism (c), an electron-hole pair is generated by the consecutive absorption of two 
subband-gap photons.  In mechanism (d), an electron in an interfacial band-gap state will absorb 





2.3 Photoconductive Semiconductor Switches 
2.3.1 Basic Background 
Though the basic concept behind photoconductivity has been discussed above, it is 
perhaps germane to briefly review photoconductive switching devices, the different switch 
geometries, various modes of operation, and the type of contacts typically used. Since the early 
studies by Auston [7], photoconductive semiconductor switches (PCSSs) have been investigated 
intensively for many applications owing to their unique advantages over conventional gas and 
mechanical switches. An Auston switch [7] consists of a transmission line antenna with a gap 
that is bridged by a semiconductor and could be used for terahertz radiation. For such terahertz 
generation, a DC bias voltage is applied across the antenna [7]. When light from a pulsed laser 
with femtosecond pulses is focused on the gap, it excites charge carriers into the semiconductor's 
conduction band, which are subsequently accelerated by the bias voltage. The induced 
acceleration from the photocurrent causes the charge carriers to radiate in terahertz frequencies, 
generating a pulse lasting several picoseconds [49,50]. For use as a terahertz detector, the switch 
consists of the same geometry but without the applied bias voltage. Instead, the incident terahertz 
pulse itself provides the bias field for the charge carriers during the interval when the switch is 
activated by the (much shorter) laser pulse. The induced photocurrent can then be amplified and 
measured. To map the entire span of the terahertz pulse, the time delay between the femtosecond 
pulses at generation and detection can be varied.  In particular, photoconductive semiconductor 
switches (PCSSs) are low-jitter compact alternatives to the traditional gas switches used in 
pulsed power systems [5]. The advantages of PCSSs make them a perfect choice for many 
important applications where switching accuracy and high electric field (E) capability are 
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required, such as in microwave and millimeter wave generation, impulse radar, pulsed power 
systems, high-voltage pulse generation, and electron-beam pumped lasers [6]. 
The speed of the switch mainly depends on the bulk properties of the semiconductor 
material. The primary advantage of photoconductive switches is that they can be scaled to large 
voltages and currents in a single device without sacrificing speed. Photoconductive switches are 
limited as power switches by the energy available from the exciting light source (or external 
electron beam). At least a micro-Joule of excitation energy is required per MegaWatt of switched 
power. The near-term applications of high power photoconductive switches require short 
electrical pulse lengths (~10ns), with fast rise times (~1ns), at low pulse repetition rates (~100Hz 
or lower). More specifically, some of the applications include electrical-discharge lasers, 
electron-beam pumped lasers, and electron-beam or light-ion-beam accelerator power supplies 
for inertial confinement. These applications require switching voltages ranging from tens of kilo-
Volts to mega-Volts, at peak currents of from tens of kilo-Amperes to mega-Amperes. The jitter 
of the switch has to be less than 1ns. The scalability and the simplicity of photoconductors allow 
a single device to handle the voltages and current requirement. 
Optical controllability of the photoconductive switch is advantageous, since the 
controlling (optical) system is isolated from the electrical power system. The optical excitation 
turns the switch on uniformly and simultaneously over the entire device. This is faster than any 
other switching mechanism, and therefore results in very low turn-on losses, which improves the 
switch efficiency. Further, optical switch control during conduction is possible because carrier 




Furthermore, device scalability in terms of voltage, current, heat removal, and inductance 
is advantageous in pulsed-power applications. For a given optical energy deposited on the switch 
surface, the resistance is proportional to the square of the device length and is independent of 
width. The desired operating voltage will determine the switch length, while the switch width is 
determined by the desired current. Therefore, widening the photoconductor switch for a specific 
length results in several major advantages.  Increasing width does not change the ″ON″ 
resistance of the device. The Joule heating per unit width, the current per unit width, the optical 
energy density on the material, and the total device inductance are all decreased, while the 
surface available for heat removal is increased.  Hence, the average power and the peak power of 
the switch scale with the switch width. Figure 2.5 shows the schematic diagram of a 
photoconductive switch. Here, l, w and de represent the length, width, and thickness of the 
material, respectively. 
 





2.3.2 Desired Switch Characteristics 
In general, the following lists some of the desired characteristics of an efficient 
photoconductive switch: 
 High hold-off voltage. This is useful for extending the limits of high-power applications. 
 On-resistance much lower than load resistance. This simply translates into low losses 
during the conductive phase and the switching of maximum voltage to the load.  This 
would also lower internal heating and thus circumvent device cracking or thermal 
runaway. 
 Fast opening, which promotes quick response and high-frequency operation with rapid 
switching.  The turn-off time is determined by the bulk recombination of the excited 
carriers or by carrier sweep-out. 
 Fast closing, compared to conduction time for high speed operation.   If we ignore limits 
that are due to circuit inductance and capacitance, the turn-on time of the switch is 
determined primarily by the excitation pulse length. 
 Off-resistance much higher than load resistance, so that the switch can virtually isolate 
the input from the load side of the switched system.  The off-state resistance of the switch 
is determined primarily by the dark resistivity of the photoconductive material and device 
dimensions.  A higher bandgap promotes low carrier concentrations and hence, higher 
off-resistances. 
 Constant on-resistance to avoid any current or voltage fluctuations or variations. 
 Fast recovery for high repetition rates and quick subsequent switching. 
 Switch should be jitter-free, to minimize deviation from the true periodicity of a 
presumed periodic signal in electronics and telecommunications. 
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 Good thermal conductivity to transport heat away from the device and to assist in thermal 
management, while reducing possibilities of second breakdown. 
 The absence of internal inhomogeneities, such as traps and defects. Their presence tends 
to result in a variety of deleterious phenomena, such as persistent photoconductivity 
(PPC), low conversion efficiency, internal heating, increased noise through trapping-
detrapping, and the development of spatially inhomogeneous electric fields with current 
filamentation. 
 Simple structure and ease of fabrication for cost minimization. 
 
2.4 Classification of Photoconductive Semiconductor Switches 
2.4.1 Classification According to the Mode of Operation 
2.4.1.1 Linear photoconductive semiconductor switch 
In the linear mode, one absorbed photon will create one electron-hole pair.  Hence, the 
electrical conductivity of the material will be linearly proportional to the total photon flux 
illuminating the semiconductor material.  Also, the switch conductivity will approximately 
follow the shape of the optical drive pulse.  As a result, linear switches allow precise control of 
high power impulses, with the closure time being limited only by the intensity of the light source.  
Such a switch will fully close at sufficient optical intensity and this will remain closed while 
illuminated. And the switch will open with a characteristic time constant, which is related to the 
carrier lifetimes after the optical pulse is removed. Theoretically, such switches can also open 
either by recombination of the charge carriers or by sweeping of the carriers out of the high field 
region [51].  Optical activation yields a very precise timing of closure, so that multiple switches 
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can be synchronized to almost arbitrary precision.  The linear mode switching is essential in 
applications requiring fast turn-on and fast turn-off switches.  Neutron irradiated or heavily 
chrome doped GaAs are often used in switches which will turn on and turn off in less than 
200ps.  The neutron irradiation results in limited damage within the detector and mainly creates 
defects and trap levels within the semiconductor bandgap.  These traps facilitate indirect 
recombination of electron-hole pairs, thus providing for a rapid turn-off upon cessation of the 
external illumination.  Thus, neutron irradiated GaAs devices are used to produce very fast 
radiation detectors.  Recombination times of less than 100 ps have been observed in neutron 
irradiated GaAs.  In a similar vein, chrome doped GaAs can be used to introduce midgap traps 
that enhance recombination and reduce the turn-off time [51]. 
 
2.4.1.2 Non-linear photoconductive semiconductor switch 
As discussed above, a linear PCSS device is gated ‘ON’ by generating carriers in the bulk 
semiconductor material by applying photons of the proper wavelength.  An electron-hole pair is 
generated for each absorbed photon, in the ideal case.  On the other hand, a nonlinear PCSS 
device is gated ‘ON’ by optically generating a small number of carriers in the semiconductor 
bulk that are multiplied by an electric field avalanche mechanism.  However, when the bias 
electric field across a GaAs switch exceeds around 4-8 kV/cm, a transition occurs to a nonlinear 
mode that exhibits high gain and extended conduction.  This has been referred to as “lock-on” 
[51].  In lock-on, the field across the switch drops to 3-5KV/cm, but the current does not 
decrease and it continues to flow, as if the switch has locked on to some value of persistent 
current.  In this mode of operation, if the laser pulse is strong enough, it can also determine the 
closing time of the switch, similar to the situation for the linear mode [51].  But the difference is 
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that, in this case, the switch will remain closed or ‘locked-on’ until the current is interrupted or 
disrupted by the circuit.  In this lock-on situation, if the bias electric field is increased further, the 
optical pulse amplitude required for conduction can be decreased.  It is assumed that the 
increased electrical energy made available to the mobile charge carriers upon an increase in the 
bias allows for a reduction in the optical trigger energy.  However, it may be noted that the 
increase in the electric field does not increase switch trigger sensitivity. 
In summary, when the nonlinear electric field threshold for switch material is reached, the turn-
on speed of the switch is determined by the avalanche process, independent of the laser rise time.  
The pulse amplitude locks on to a characteristic electric field until the current through the switch 
is turned off.  If the laser rise time is faster than the avalanche rise time and the laser amplitude is 
high enough, the optically generated carriers can dominate.  Hence, the switch turn-on is faster 
than its characteristic avalanche time.  But the switch will still lock on, even though the optical 
pulse from the laser may have ended.  Reasons for the lock-on are not fully understood although 
a number of plausible theoretical explanations and hypothesis have been put forward to explain 
this non-linear switching behavior.  Trap filling and impact ionization of traps are among some 
of the possible explanations [52,53]. 
 
2.4.2 Classification According to the Operating Geometry 
2.4.2.1 Lateral geometry 
 Two simple pictures of the lateral geometry for a PCSS are shown in Figure 2.6, 
below.  The incident photon source illuminates the device from the top, and the entire surface is 
thus exposed to the laser triggering.  It is thus convenient to shine the light from one side, with 
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beam coverage over the entire front face, giving rise to large area illumination and efficient 
power conversion into a higher density of electron-hole pairs.   
 
 
Figure 2.6: Lateral geometry PCSSs. 
 
In this geometry, the optical radiation intensity will typically fall off exponentially with 
depth, in keeping with the Beer-Lambert law dependence.  Hence, the highest density of photo-
carrier will be generated close to the surface.  Since the electrodes sit on the surface, the electric 
fields will naturally be the highest near the top surface region.  Hence, the efficiency of 





2.4.2.2 Vertical geometry 
An alternative for operating the PCSS could be the vertical geometry as shown in the 
diagrams of Figure 2.7.  In this case, the laser illuminates the PCSS device from the sides.   
 
 
Figure 2.7. Vertical geometry PCSSs. 
 
If the width W of the device is large, then quite conceivably, the absorption of light and 
generation of electron-hole pairs would not be very strong at the center where the electric field is 
expected to be the highest.  Hence, the collection efficiency may not be very good, and the transit 
time may be slow.  The latter would adversely affect the turn-on speed of the PCSS device.  
However, a potential advantage of this geometry is the relatively large distance around the 
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device that separates the anode metal from the cathode contact.  As a result, surface flashover 
and breakdown through the surrounding air is likely to be small and well under control. 
 
2.4.3 Classification According to the Device Contact 
The behavior and electrical response of PCS are strongly affected by the type of contacts 
made to the semiconductor. Therefore PCS can be categorized according to the type of contact.  
 
2.4.3.1. Devices with dual Ohmic contacts  
The Ohmic contacts allow for symmetric conduction of current in either direction, and 
also provide for low contact resistance.  The latter is very useful for photoconductive devices, 
since the goal is for the switch to act as an ideal short-circuit during the “closure” phase.  
Fabrication of Ohmic contacts is facilitated by the use of selected metals, depending on the 
semiconductor material.  For example, Ni/AuGe for n-type GaAs, or Au-based Ohmic contacts 
to p-GaAs, etc.  However, the problem of an Ohmic contact can be that it allows for both 
electron and hole injection.  In terms of basic physics, this occurs because the potential barriers 
for both electrons and holes are moderate.  As a result, the double injection phenomena can occur 
and can lead to the flooding of both electrons and holes within the device.  Such a presence of 
both carrier types leads to strong increases in currents while reducing the voltage drop across the 
device.  An S-shaped internal instability can then, potentially, be created that can lead to 






2.4.3.2. Devices with one Ohmic (injecting) and one Schottky (blocking) contact   
The scheme can be employed if the goals are to suppress double-injection and to gain 
stability.  In these situations, the photocurrents would tend to be lower than in the case of dual 
Ohmic contacts, but at the benefit of better device stability. 
 
2.4.3.3. Devices with both Schottky contacts   
This type of contacts lead to a response where the injection from the contacts is very 
weak.  Physically, this occurs because the potential barriers for injection into the semiconductor 
for both electrons and holes are fairly large.  Practically, this is attained by selecting the proper 
metallization.  For example, use of Ti/Pt/Au on GaAs leads to Schottky contacts.  As a result, the 
current through the device is almost solely controlled by the external laser excitation. 
 
2.5 Photoconductive Materials 
The material necessary to fabricate the PCSS should be a high-resistance or semi-
insulating semiconductor that provides a large or insulator-like ‘off ' resistance when not 
illuminated.  In the ideal case, the voltage applied to a semiconductor switch should be 
distributed uniformly between the electrodes across the switch medium.  When a laser pulse 
illuminates the semiconductor between electrodes, the optical energy should change the 
conductivity of the inter-electrode switch medium very quickly, either linearly or nonlinearly.  In 
the optically controlled linear photoconductive mode, one electron-hole pair is created for each 
input photon, whereas in the nonlinear or optically initiated conducting mode, nonlinear 
processes (such as impact ionization) within the switch can create multiple electron-hole pairs 
that would subsequently generate a large number of electron-hole pairs [51]. 
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Historically, both Silicon and semi-insulating GaAs photoconductive semiconductor 
switches [5, 39, 54-59] have been used in many high power applications.  Other than these 
materials, InP, ZnSe, [60-64] and also Diamond [65] have also been used in photoconductive 
switches. 
GaAs has been employed as a linear photo-switch material due to its direct bandgap, high 
electron mobility, and large dark resistivity.  The large mobility reduces the optical energy 
requirements necessary to produce a given conduction resistance.  Its direct bandgap, as 
compared to Si or SiC, implies that a higher optical conversion efficiency is made possible.  SiC, 
on the other hand, has comparatively much lower electron mobility but has a high drift velocity 
at high electric fields and can be designed for linear mode operations without an increase in 
optical closure energy.  Besides, SiC has a very high breakdown strength (3x106 V/cm) [14], 
which would allow operation at much higher voltages for high power applications.  If the band 
gap or sub-band-gap radiation is used to illuminate the respective materials, only 34% of the 
optical energy is necessary to produce the same conduction resistance in a SiC, as compared to a 
GaAs, switch.  Thus, the linear SiC switch can be used at much lower optical power; this is a 
remarkable improvement in the specification of linear PCSS. The main disadvantages with SiC 
as a photoswitch material are the high trigger energies required for linear-mode operation.  SiC 
switches require a much higher optical energy to reach low ON-state resistance, compared with 
high-gain GaAs photo-switches [14,16]. Though most PCSS have been fabricated using Si or 
GaAs, these materials have critical intrinsic limitations for operation at high fields, high 
temperatures, and high radiation levels [12,13]. 
Hence, there has been a great deal of interest in the development of SiC power switches 
[2, 14]. Besides, SiC is the only technology currently available that can achieve Mega-Watt 
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output power and Mega-Hertz repetition rates, which are of practical interest [16]. For the same 
breakdown voltage, the on-state resistance of a SiC device is expected to be lower by two orders 
of magnitude than that for Si, because smaller layer thicknesses and/or higher doping levels can 
be used.  A small on-state resistance, which is a critical parameter for reduced power dissipation, 
not only depends on the semiconductor material used, but also on the contact properties.  The 
contact problems are exacerbated by the need for the high-temperature high power operation 
expected of SiC devices.  However, the use of n+-GaN subcontact current, spreading layers for 
4H–SiC PCSS devices, has been shown [18] to alleviate this potential problem.  
The semiconductors are intentionally undoped to achieve low leakage currents and large 
conductivity modulation capabilities.  One scheme employed in the past has relied on using 
semi-insulating (SI)-GaAs, marginally doped with Si and compensated with deep-level Cu or Fe 
acceptors [66].  The Bistable Optically Controlled Semiconductor Switch (BOSS) [67-70] is a 
good example of such an intentionally doped switch.  The BOSS device utilizes the excitation of 
electrons from deep centers, such as those provided by copper in copper-compensated silicon-
doped semi-insulating GaAs (Cu:Si:GaAs), to induce photoconductivity.  The small cross section 
for electron trapping into a Cu center allows for long conduction times without continuous laser 
radiation.  Also, the BOSS device can be interrupted on command by the application of a second 
laser pulse of longer wavelength.  This laser pulse floods the valence band with free holes, thus 
inducing a rapid quenching of the photoconductivity over a time scale given by the electron-hole 
pair lifetime of the material, which can be as short as the subnanosecond range. 
However, semi-insulating SiC is an upcoming material and is becoming a viable 
candidate because of its stable characteristics at high temperature, its high band gap, and its large 
electron saturation velocity [52,71].  Large bandgap (3.1-3.35 eV), high avalanche breakdown 
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field (~3 MV/cm) and large thermal conductivity (4-5 W/cm-K) with superior radiation hardness 
and resistance to chemical attack are some of the physical properties of SiC [72]. Another 
important advantage of SiC is the ability to grow a stable thermal oxide, enabling fabrication of 
MOS-based device structures.  SiC PCSSs also offer other advantages, both at low field and in 
high voltage pulse formation configuration.  A number of recent studies have been devoted to the 
analysis of SiC PCSS [53,73].  Silicon carbide has a number of different polytypes, and 4H-SiC, 
which is a wurtzite material with a hexagonal Brillouin Zone (BZ), is favored (for example, over 
6H-SiC) because of its higher and more isotropic bulk mobility.  The latter translates to lower 
on-resistance in power devices and higher current density (J) capability. As regards parameters 
for the photoconductive switches, one typically needs to consider the aspects discussed below. 
 
1. The material bandgap, Eg  
This parameter controls the leakage current and the intrinsic carrier concentration.  Low 
leakage currents maintain a high-impedance OFF state. Further, this places an upper limit on the 
operating temperature and controls the cutoff wavelength of the input optical excitation.  
Furthermore, direct bandgap materials enhance the conversion efficiency, since the entire optical 
energy goes into placing electrons in the lowest conduction band for subsequent current flow.  In 
an indirect bandgap material, the optical excitation places electrons in a higher lying conduction 
band, from where they cascade down to the lowest valley for current conduction.  This cascade 






2. The breakdown field and dielectric strength 
These parameters are useful for extending the limits for high-power, high-voltage 
applications.  The material should be able to bear a high electric field and should have a large 
breakdown/blocking voltage capability.  If the breakdown field strengths are not high, then the 
semiconductor would not be able to hold off a large voltage during its OFF-state. 
 
3. Thermal conductivity 
Material should have a good thermal conductivity in order to enhance the internal heat 
dissipation, thereby ensuring that the device temperatures do not become excessively high.  An 
efficient dissipation would enhance the power handling capacity of the switch, and would also 
ensure that detrimental thermal effects, such as the generation of local stress or cracks or defects 
or thermal runaway and second breakdown [74,75], would not occur. 
 
4. Saturated drift velocity 
The saturated drift velocity vdsat is the maximum speed with which electrons can travel.  
This parameter controls the speed of the device response, as well as the current density levels 
since the current density J is related to the drift velocity as:  J  =  q n vdsat, where n is the density 
of the mobile carriers. 
 
5. Ionization breakdown threshold 
The ionization breakdown threshold generally dictates the highest possible operating 
electric field.  Since the voltage magnitude is simply the integral of the electric field over 
distance, this means that the maximum applied bias is directly dependent on the peak ionization 
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threshold.  Any internal fields that exceed the ionization breakdown value would lead to impact 
ionization and potential avalanching that would flood the device with carriers and destroy the 
switch, due to excessive currents and heating. 
In addition to band-to-band ionization, there can also be trap-to-band impact ionization in 
materials or devices that happen to have traps present.  For example, an energetic electron could 
detrap an electron from a defect.  While this would help enhance the photocurrent and would 
help keep the device operating in the non-linear mode with current gain, there is the danger that 
it could lead to potential instability or reduce the photoconductive decay.  In addition, the impact 
ionization (both band-to-band and trap-to-band) could produce enhanced noise.  However, as the 
switching signals have relatively large magnitudes, the noise would not likely be a significant 
issue in the present context. 
 
6. Low system losses 
The need to minimize optical losses, such as those encountered during optical fiber 
transmission, constitutes another important consideration in the efficient design of 
photoconductive switches.  Since the lowest optical losses in communication systems and fiber 
optic cables occur at wavelengths of around 1.55 μm, semiconductors that have energy gaps in 
this range are often the materials of choice.  Thus, for example, InP is one such material, and 
there are others (e.g., GaAs) that are also close enough to this value. 
 
7. Other parameters of some interest or consequence 
In addition to the above parameters, a number of other aspects also influence or affect the 
performance of the photoconductive switches.  For example, a multitude of traps at different 
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energies within the conduction band would lead to recombination during the ON state, thereby 
reducing the current delivered to the external circuit.  In addition, there would be a range of 
emission and trapping time constants associated with the various traps that would lead to a multi-
exponential decay in time-dependent currents. 
While the midgap states can lead to recombination, there can also be optical transitions 
from the filled midgap states to the conduction band, or between the valence band and the empty 
midgap states.  Such transitions would help increase the material conductivity during the switch 
turn ON phase. 
 
2.5.1 Silicon 
Silicon has been one of the most widely used semiconductor materials.  Silicon has a 
band gap of approximately 1.1eV, which can absorb Nd:YAG laser light at wavelength, λ = 1.06 
μm.  The absorption depth at this wavelength is 1mm.  Silicon is an indirect bandgap material, 
and, as a result, has a long (microsecond to millisecond) carrier lifetime tR.  This long carrier 
lifetime is useful for producing wide electrical pulses using narrow nanosecond optical pulses.  
Having a high leakage current and bad thermal conductivity are the major drawbacks of Si [51].  
Properties of Silicon at 300K are presented in Table 2.1, below. 
 




Properties of Si Value  
Band Gap  1.12 eV 











GaAs is a direct bandgap material with a bandgap of nearly 1.42eV.  This bandgap 
corresponds to an optical absorption of approximately 890 nm [51]. GaAs material can be 
switched with a 1.06μm light source using extrinsic generation of carriers.  It is suitable for high-
voltage applications due to its high resistivity (ρ>108 ohm/cm). The material is also less 
susceptible to thermal runaway than Si.  The larger bandgap of GaAs results in a lower leakage 
current and also a higher dark resistivity.  Carrier lifetimes in GaAs can be on the order of pico- 
to a few nanoseconds, since this is a direct bandgap material, a property that is useful for fast 
turn-off to provide sharp and narrow electrical pulses.  Therefore, GaAs switches can be used in 
applications where nanosecond closure times are required.  The highest breakdown fields that 
have been reported for GaAs PCSS devices have been around 0kV/cm.  Some useful properties 
of GaAs are listed for convenience in Table 2.2. 
Properties of Si Value  
Electron mobility 1500 cm2/V/s 
Hole mobility 600 cm2/V/s 
Saturation velocity 2x107 cm/s 
Thermal conductivity 1.45 watt/cm°C 
Intrinsic carrier concentration 1.6x1010 cm-3 
Work function  4.8 eV 














Silicon carbide is a wide bandgap single crystal semiconductor with an indirect band 
structure.  This material is formed by stacking silicon and carbon atoms in combination, resulting 
is several different ‘polytypes’, based on the stacking sequence.  Over 200 different polytypes of 
SiC have been identified [77,78]. The polytypes are named, based on their crystal structure, as 




Properties of Si Value  
Band Gap  1.43 eV 
Critical breakdown field strength 4x105 V/cm 
Electron mobility 8500 cm2/V/s 
Hole mobility 400 cm2/V/s 
Saturation velocity 1x107 cm/s 
Thermal conductivity 0.46 watt/cm°C 
Intrinsic carrier concentration 1.1x107 cm-3 
Work function  4.7 eV 
Dielectric constant  10.9 
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Table 2.3:  Comparison of the physical properties of Si, GaAs and SiC [79] 
 
The two hexagonal polytypes (4H-SiC and 6H-SiC) and one cubic polytype (3C-SiC) are 
the most common polytypes.  The 4H-SiC and 6H-SiC samples are commercially available in 
wafers up to 150 mm diameter.  SiC has a higher breakdown field and that is ten times that of 
GaAs. Compared to Si and GaAs, SiC has a higher electron saturated drift velocity and higher 
thermal conductivity [76]. Table 2.3 gives a comparison of the relative properties of Si, GaAs 
and SiC.  The basic parameters of the SiC polytypes 6H, 4H, and 3C are listed in Table 2.4. 
 
Table 2.4: Some parameters of SiC polytypes [80] 
Relative properties Si GaAs 3C-SiC 
Band gap at 300K (eV) 1.1 1.4 2.2 
Dielectric strength (106 V cm-1) 0.3 0.4 4 
Thermal conductivity W/(cm.K) 1.5 0.54 5 
Saturated electron drift velocity (1x107 cm/s) 1 2 2.5 
Melting temperature (0C) 1420 1238 >1800 
Physical stability Good Fair Excellent 
Parameter 4H-SiC 6H-SiC 3C-SiC 
Band gap 3.2 3.0 2.3 
Lattice constant, A a=3.09, c=10.48 a=3.09, c=15.12 4.34 
Thermal conductivity W/cm deg 3-5 3-5 5 






Figure 2.8 shows different polytypes’ lattice arrangements.  Depending on the polytype 
crystal structure, the band gap varies from 2.2 to 3.3 eV, while the breakdown electric field 
varies from 2.5 to 5 MV/cm.  The drift velocity value is around 2x107 cm/s, whereas the thermal 
conductivity is 4.9 W/cm°K [76]. 
 
  
Figure 2.8.  Lattice arrangement of different polytypes [81]. 
 
Parameter 4H-SiC 6H-SiC 3C-SiC 
Electron mobilitycm2/(V.s) at 300K 800 200-300 1000 
Saturation rate, 1x107 cm/s 2 2 2.7 
Hole mobility cm2/(V.s) at 300K 60 50 40 
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The 6H SiC polytype has a bandgap of approximately 3.02 eV.  This corresponds to an 
optical absorption threshold of approximately 410 nm.  There are large concentrations of deep 
levels within the bandgap (e.g., deep levels that are created through external electron or neutron 
irradiation).  Therefore, 6H SiC can be switched with a 1.06 μm or a 532 nm light source, 
producing a route to extrinsic carrier generation from transitions between the deep levels and 
either the conduction or valence bands.  4H-SiC is typically grown via two primary methods: 
either by physical vapor transport (PVT) or by high temperature chemical vapor deposition 
(HTCVD) [82]. 
Silicon carbide, as an indirect bandgap semiconductor, offers some benefits when tuning 
the excitation wavelength.  Absorption in silicon carbide does not exhibit a sharp transition at the 
band edge.  Usually, it is expected that above bandgap light is absorbed mostly at the surface 
with little penetrating into the bulk material.  For SiC, however, it has been shown [16] that 
above bandgap light can still penetrate hundreds of micrometers into the material.  This makes it 
possible to tune a laser source to a specific application, maximizing absorption depth and carrier 
generation within an optically controlled device [72].  
The physical vapor transport (PVT) growth technique usually yields n-type 4H and 6H-
SiC crystals.  This is a result of the presence of nitrogen as an unintentional n-type dopant in the 
PVT growth crucible. The nitrogen originates from the adsorption of air by graphite parts and the 
SiC powder source.  Nitrogen (N) is a shallow donor that substitutes on the three (two) 
inequivalent Carbon sites in the 6H (4H)-SiC.  The three nitrogen donor levels typically reside at 
80 (h), 137 (k1) and 142 (k2) meV below the 6H-SiC conduction band [83]. Here, h and k 
correspond to the hexagonal and cubic inequivalent sites.  In 4H-SiC, the nitrogen donor levels 
reside at 92 (k) and 52 meV below the conduction band [84].  The nitrogen impurity density 
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depletes exponentially during crystal growth.  Boron is another impurity present in the growth 
chamber, due to graphite parts.  Boron is a p-type dopant that substitutes primarily at silicon sites 
with energy levels of 300 – 330 meV and 650 meV above the valence band for the 6H and 4H-
SiC polytypes, respectively. 
 
2.5.4 GaN 
Gallium Nitride is another attractive wide bandgap semiconductor material for the high 
power switching application.  Gallium Nitride (GaN) is thermodynamically stable in both the 
wurtzite and zincblende crystalline structure.  GaN is usually grown by epitaxy.  The growth 
substrate material determines the crystalline structure of the GaN epitaxial layer.  The GaN 
structure will be wurtzite if it is grown on silicon, silicon carbide, or sapphire substrates and 
zincblende if it is grown on GaAs substrates. The GaN wurtzite “a” and “c” lattice constants are 
3.189 and 5.185 Angstroms, respectively.  The GaN wurzite is composed of two interpenetrating 
hexagonal closed packed (hcp) sublattices.  GaN offers higher breakdown field, saturated 
electron velocity, and electron mobility, compared to silicon carbide. In addition, GaN has a 
direct bandgap.   
 
Table 2.5: Some parameters of GaN and SiC polytypes [2] 
Properties 6H-SiC 4H-SiC 2H-GaN 
Bandgap (eV) 3.0 3.2 3.4 











GaN melts at a high temperature (2500 ◦C) under high nitrogen pressure (45 kbar) [85].  
As a result, crystals of GaN cannot be grown by the standard Czochralski or Bridgeman methods 
used to grow Si and GaAs boules. 
GaN is n-type, due to unintentional impurities.  The primary unintentional n-type 
impurities in GaN are oxygen and silicon.  Oxygen and silicon are shallow donors in GaN that 
reside 0.02 - 0.03 eV below the conduction band [2,86].  The nitrogen vacancy (VN) has been 
Properties 6H-SiC 4H-SiC 2H-GaN 
Breakdown Field (MV/m) 2.5 2.2 3.0 
Saturation Electron velocity (107 
cm/s) 
2.0 2.0 2.5 
Electron Mobility (cm2/V-s) 415 perp. C 
87 parall. C 
947 perp. C 
1141 parall. C 
400 
Hole Mobility (cm2/V-s) 80 120 30 
Dielectric Constant (εr) 10.0 10.0 9.5 
Thermal Conductance (W/cmK) 3-5 4.8 1.3 
Coefficient Thermal Expansion (10-
6/K) 
4.5  5.6 
Density (g/cm3) 3.2 3.2 6.1 
Melting Point (C)  2830 2830 2500 
Direct / Indirect Bandgap I I D 
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shown to be a shallow donor at 0.07 eV below the conduction band [86].  The dominant shallow 
acceptor appears to be the gallium vacancy (VG). Iron is a deep acceptor (0.5 – 0.6 eV below 
conduction band) in GaN [87].  Semi-insulating GaN is obtained by compensating the shallow 
oxygen donors with deep iron acceptors.  However, iron densities of 1017 – 1018 cm-3 are required 
to compensate for oxygen densities of 1015 - 1016 cm-3, indicating that only a small fraction of the 
iron atoms are active [88]. A comparison of some of the transport properties for GaN is given in 
the Table 5. 
 
2.6 Transport in Semi-Insulating Materials 
A perfect insulator exists when there is no conduction of current.  Considering a perfect 
insulator, free of traps with a negligible concentration of free carriers at thermal equilibrium and 
neglecting the diffusion currents, the current density can then be written as: 
J = ρυ = Q/ t   ,         (2.1) 
 
where ρ is the average injected free charge concentration, υ is the average drift velocity of the 
free electrons, and Q is the total injected free charge per unit area between the cathode and the 
anode.  The total charge put unit area on the plate of a parallel plate capacitor is given by: 
Q0= C0 V ,    and     C0 = ε /L    ,        (2.2) 
 
where ε is the dielectric constant of the medium between the plates and L is the distance between 
the plates.  Using the two above equations, the current density can be written as: 




The electron drift velocity for relatively low electric fields is: υ = μE = μ (V / L), where μ 
is the electron mobility and E is the electric field between the cathode and the anode.  
Substituting Eq. 2.2 into Eq. 2.3 yields the result: 
J = εμ (V 2 / L3)   .       (2.4) 
 
This represents the highest one carrier injection current that a given insulator with a specific 
cathode to anode spacing can carry.  
 
2.6.1 Insulator with Traps 
 The existence of electron traps in the insulator results in greatly reduced current at 
low voltages.  This is because the injected carriers get captured by electron traps that are initially 
empty to start with, and thereby restrict (or nearly halt) the current flow through the device.  For 
non-degenerate semiconductors, the free electron concentration at thermal equilibrium is given 
by: 
𝑛0 = 𝑁𝐶 exp[(𝐹0 − 𝐸𝐶) /𝑘𝑇]    ,             (2.5) 
 
where 𝑁𝐶 is the effective density of states in the conduction band, 𝐸𝐶 is the lowest level of the 
conduction band energy, k is Boltzmann’s constant, 𝐹0 is the Fermi level and T the temperature 







 ,         (2.6) 
 
where 𝑁𝑡 is the concentration of traps and g is the degeneracy factor for the traps.  A crucial 
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factor to remember is that this theory does not consider the change in the trap cross section with 
respect to the electric fields, so the trapping cross-section is assumed to be constant.  Thus, a 
balance between the free and trapped electrons is reached in order to provide thermal equilibrium 
conditions.  Thus: 
𝑛 = 𝑛𝑖 + 𝑛0 = 𝑁𝐶 exp[(𝐹 − 𝐸𝐶) /𝑘𝑇]  ,      (2.7) 
 






  ,    (2.8) 
where 𝑛𝑖 is the average excess injected free electron concentration and 𝑛𝑡,𝑖 is the average, 
injected, excess trapped electron concentration. 
 
2.6.2.   Shallow Traps 
An electron trap at energy level 𝐸𝑡 is said to be shallow if EF lies below 𝐸𝑡. Therefore, 









) = 𝜃    ,                              (2.9) 
 
where θ is a constant. The shallow traps of concentration 𝑁𝑡 substantially affect the space charge 
limited injection current if θ <<1.  If the Fermi level EF is below the trap level, as is the case for 
shallow traps, its location keeps on increasing as carrier injection increases.  At some voltage V, 
the EF level will cross the trap level Et.  This crossover will change the slope of the I-V 
characteristics so that now, most of the trap levels will be filled completely.  Hence, all of the 
injected charge will directly account for the increased current flow.  The voltage at which this 




For a shallow trap level case, one gets: 
𝑉𝑥 = (𝑒𝑛0𝐿
2/𝜃𝜀)     .      (2.10) 
 
 
Figure 2.9.  I-V characteristics for a deep (left) and shallow trap (right) respectively [24]. 
 
2.6.3 Deep Traps 
An electron trap is said to be deep if EF lies below Et , i.e., 
𝐸𝑡−𝐹0
𝑘𝑇
< 1.  In thermal 
equilibrium, the number of traps not occupied by electrons (i.e., that are occupied by holes) is 
given by [24]: 






)    .     (2.11) 
 
As mentioned for the shallow trap case, Ohm’s law will apply until the thermally free 
carrier concentration, 𝑛0, is higher than the injected free electron charge, 𝑛𝑖.  Once these two 
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become comparable, there will be an upwards shift to the quasi Fermi level from the Fermi level.  
Since the free electron concentration 𝑛 = 𝑛𝑖 + 𝑛0 doubles at the crossover point, there will be a 
shift in the quasi Fermi level location precisely by 0.7kT.  This motion is sufficient to fill all the 







)  ,       (2.12) 
 
where the subscript TFL is used to denote the trap filled limit.  
The behavior of the deep and shallow trap levels is shown in Figure 2.9. In both cases 
one starts with Ohm’s law characteristics.  In the case of deep traps (Figure 2.9, left), the 
crossover voltage 𝑉𝑥is obtained when ni becomes equal to 𝑛0.  Then, this characteristic coincides 
with the trap free square law.  In case of shallow traps, after following Ohm’s law, the current 
follows the square law given by equation 2.12.  Once the Fermi level crosses energy level 𝐸𝑡2, 
the characteristic merges with the trap free square law. 
 
2.6.4 Field-Dependent Emission and Capture at Deep Traps 
The electron capture rate is defined as the rate at which electrons are captured from the 
conduction band by traps.  This can be represented as follows: 
dn/dt = -Cn n Nn  ,          (2.13) 
 
where n is the free electron density in the conduction band, Nn is the density of empty electron 
traps, and Cn is the electron capture rate constant (or simply the electron capture coefficient). The 
capture cross-section of an electron trapping center is defined as a cross-section through which a 
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moving electron must come to the center to be captured.  The density of empty traps Nn can 
alternatively be expressed as: Nn = NT – NT -, where NT - is the density of traps occupied by 
electrons, and NT is the total density of traps (filled and unfilled by electrons).  For an emission 
process, the rate can be expressed as:  
dn/dt  =  en NT
-  .        (2.14) 
 
Electron capture coefficient Cn can become field-dependent, due to an applied electric field. 
Therefore, the field dependent capture coefficient can be expressed as: 
Cn (F)= Cn RC(F),     (2.15) 
 
where RC(F) represents a field-dependent ratio factor.  In addition, the emission from traps can 
also be field-dependent. These will be discussed in Chapter 3 in detail.  
 
2.7 Other Relevant Issues for Photoconductive Switching 
A couple of issues relevant and germane to electrical transport and current flow in semi-
insulating semiconductors are discussed in this section, for completeness. 
 
2.7.1 Single and Double Injection 
As evident from the discussion of the above section, traps can play an important role in 
fashioning the current-voltage behavior of semi-insulating semiconductors.  The filling or 
emptying of traps can modulate the conductivity and can cause sharp changes in the current.  The 
theory and description of these issues in the previous section was primarily based on single 
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carrier current injection and flow in a solid.  More detailed discussion of such aspects, for an 
arbitrary distribution of traps in energy and in space, can be found in the literature [89]. In such 
situations, the voltage-current characteristics of insulators and high-resistance semiconductors 
include certain ranges of the second voltage in which the current changes are quite substantial.  
The traps-filled-limit voltage [90] of single injection is the voltage necessary to overcome the 
barrier to current flow created by charged traps, and was discussed in the previous section. 
In double injection, charge carriers of both types (i.e., holes and electrons) are present.  
The problem then becomes much more complicated because, in this case, the recombination 
which controls the current-voltage (J-V) characteristics may either be bimolecular (direct band to 
band recombination), or may occur through one or more sets of localized traps (indirect 
recombination).  In these situations, the electrons are injected from one contact while the holes 
are injected from the other.  As a result, in the material, the space charge will be partially 
cancelled by the presence of carriers of both signs.  Thus, it is expected that more current would 
flow in the device than that for the single injection condition.  In double-injection devices, 
electrons and holes are injected simultaneously from two contacts on opposite sides of a sample.  
Lampert [24] analyzed double injection in a perfectly compensated semiconductor.  Ashley [91] 
expanded this treatment to include an arbitrary occupancy of the recombination centers, a feature 
essential for a realistic representation of many semiconductors.  The double-injection breakdown 
voltage [92] has been shown to be the value at which both carrier types begin to participate in the 
current flow mechanism.  At this voltage, Lampert [92] has shown that the time of transit 
between an electrode carrier has become approximately equal to its lifetime.  Lampert's model 
assumes that the semi-insulator contains a single recombination center, which, in equilibrium, is 
totally occupied by electrons.  Since an electron is supposedly capable of recombining only with 
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an unoccupied center, an injected electron has an essentially infinite lifetime.  Consequently, no 
recombination occurs and the equilibrium recombination-center occupation density is not 
appreciably disturbed. 
Double injection in semiconductors has often been treated by making the problem one-
dimensional and finding a numerical solution.  The theoretical problem is difficult to treat 
analytically, since the general expressions for space charge and the recombination kinetics result 
in non-linear differential equations that are intractable in closed form.  Simplifying assumptions 
involve the use of space-charge neutrality [92,93] or simple recombination kinetics, or both.  An 
analytical solution for the case of low injection into a semiconductor was presented by Ashley 
and Milnes [91] and was verified by a further numerical solution. 
An important effect in the presence of double-injection is the onset of “filamentary 
currents.”  Barnett and Milnes [94] have described and verified a theory of filamentary 
conduction.  Various experimental results have also been presented in support of the theoretical 
basis for filamentary behavior.  The physical effect is the bunching of electrons and holes into 
small filaments of small diameter.  The concentration of current flow into such small regions (or 
pipes) can lead to excessive Joule heating and a high production of heat per unit volume.  This 
can then cause deleterious internal temperature increases within a device and can lead to the 
generation of local stress or cracks or defects, thermal runaway associated with decreases in 
thermal conductivity with increasing temperature [74], or other high temperature effects [75]. N 
analysis of current filamentation due to double-injection and the inherent instabilities in device 
operation was first discussed by Ridley [95].  It was shown that a bulk differential negative 
resistance causes the material to be intrinsically unstable, and any voltage or current fluctuation 
can cause a splitting of the material into regions having different electrical properties from one 
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another.  It was shown that stable states can be reached by the formation of current filaments, in 
the case of current-controlled differential negative resistance.  The principle of least entropy 
production was shown to lead to the formation of current filaments with an optimum size. 
One route for the transition to a filamentary mode is due to double injection.  The current 
magnitude in the device increases as both electrons and holes begin to contribute.  This is usually 
initiated above a certain threshold voltage or current, when the traps within the material get filled 
and saturated by the carriers flowing in the conduction and/or valence bands.  This trap filling 
increases the carrier lifetimes to the point where this value begins to exceed the device transit 
time.  The flood of both electrons and holes then leads to charge cancellation, and so the net 
charge density begins to drop.  The voltage across the device, therefore, will begin to reduce 
somewhat.  The net effect is a rise in current but with a slight fall in the voltage.  A negative 
differential resistance thus occurs. 
 
2.7.2 Structure for Increased Absorption 
The photoconductive switch basically produces an electric current by absorbing photons 
and converting the energy into electron-hole pairs.  For achieving high efficiency, there is a need 
to harvest as much of the incident radiation as possible and produce the highest photocurrent.  
Several techniques have been proposed to increase photo-absorption.  Most of them rely on 
employing suitable materials having specific thicknesses in order to tailor the reflection 
characteristics.  This aspect is briefly discussed here.  More recent and novel techniques have 
been proposed that make use of nanoparticle clusters or nano-plasmonic arrays for tailoring the 
material permittivity [96-98] which influences the reflection coefficients. 
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Some features of a resonant cavity enhanced (RCE) photo-device are discussed here for 
completeness.  One of the desired features for photodetectors is high quantum efficiency.  The 
quantum efficiency “η” of a photodetector is defined as the probability that a single photon 
incident on the device generates an electron hole pair which contributes to the detector current 
[99].  When many photons are present, which almost always is the case, “η” is defined as the 
ratio of current to photon flux. 
The basic idea is shown in Figure. 2.10.  It involves placing the photo-switch inside a 
Fabry-Perot cavity.  Placing the device inside a microcavity can have two major advantages.  
Due to the wavelength selectivity of the microcavity, only resonant wavelengths are admitted or 
emitted.  Resonant radiation undergoes multiple reflections within the cavity, causing its 
intensity to be amplified.  The wavelength selectivity and field amplification of the resonant 
cavity thus favors absorption and enhances conversion efficiency.  Such devices are commonly 
referred to as resonant cavity enhanced (RCE) devices.  RCE photodetectors adopt the highly 
wavelength selective response of the cavity in which they are situated.  They also benefit greatly 
from the increased amplitude of the resonant field (or in an equivalent picture, the multiple 
passes of each resonant photon), allowing much thinner absorption regions to achieve nearly 
unified quantum efficiency.  Thinner absorption regions allow higher transit time limited 




Figure 2.10. Analysis model of a RCE photodetector. The active region of thickness “d” is a small bandgap 
semiconductor.  The top and bottom distributed Bragg reflection mirrors consist of alternating layers of non-
absorbing larger bandgap materials [100]. 
 
Expressions for the conversion efficiency “η” have been worked and reported in the literature 




cos(2βL+ψ1+ψ2)+R1R2exp(-2αL)].                       (2.16) 
 
In the above equation, L1 and L2 are the distances on either side of the absorbing layer, as shown 
in Figure 2.10.  In the present situation, L1 = L2 = 0.  In the above equation: β = 2π n/λ, where n 
denotes the refractive index and λ the wavelength of the incident photons.  Also, R1 and R2 are 
the reflection coefficients at the z=0 and z=L interfaces, as shown in Figure 2.10, ψ1,2 are the 
associated phase factors, α is the wavelength-dependent absorption coefficient, and d is the 
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thickness of the absorbing layer.  Since L1 = L2 = 0, the term αex in the above equation drops out, 
while αc ~ α, and d ~ L.  As a result: 
 
η~[1+R2exp(-αL)][(1-R1){1-exp(-αL)}]/[1-2 (R1R2)
½ exp(-αL) cos(2βL+ψ1+ψ2)+R1R2exp(-2αL)].   
 (2.17) 
 
A representative schematic of the wavelength-dependent efficiency for such a RCE device is 
shown in the figure below. 
 
 
Figure 2.11. Wavelength dependence of η for RCE device having various top mirror reflectivities for fixed L=2 μm, 
R2=0.9 and αL=O. [100]. 
 
As apparent from the figure above, for high reflectivity values, the quantum efficiency η can be 
increased by a large amount above the mean value without using any absorption enhancements.  
Furthermore, these enhancements occur at selective wavelengths.  Hence, for a practical photo-
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SIMULATION METHODS  
FOR SIC PHOTOCONDUCTIVE SWITCH ANALYSES 
 
3.1 Model Analysis 
This chapter evaluates a 4H-SiC photoconductive switch for pulsed power applications. 
The transition of carriers from one state (say, non-conducting in the valence band) to another 
state (e.g., conducting in the conduction band) can be obtained by thermal or optical excitation. 
Once the carriers are excited into the free-states, they can contribute to the conductivity of the 
material until they are captured or recombine, or until they are swept out of the semiconductor 
system. The distribution and motion of carriers within a semiconductor device structure can be 
obtained by solving the continuity equation for electrons and holes, rate equations for trapping 
and detrapping kinetics, drift/diffusion current equations for transport, and the Poisson’s 
equation [76,102], given as follows: 
𝜕𝑛
𝜕𝑡
= 𝐺𝑛 − 𝑈𝑛 +
1
𝑞
∇. 𝐽𝑛⃗⃗  ⃗          (3.1) 
𝜕𝑝
𝜕𝑡
= 𝐺𝑝 − 𝑈𝑝 +
1
𝑞
∇. 𝐽𝑝⃗⃗  ⃗     (3.2) 
𝜕𝑛
𝜕𝑡
= (𝑐𝑛𝑖𝑛 + 𝑒𝑝)𝑁𝑇𝑖 − (𝑐𝑛𝑖𝑛 + 𝑐𝑝𝑖𝑝 + 𝑒𝑛 + 𝑒𝑝)𝑛𝑇𝑖  (3.3) 
𝐽 𝑛 = 𝑞𝜇𝑛𝑛?⃗? − 𝑞𝐷𝑛∇𝑛     (3.4) 




(𝑝 − 𝑛 + 𝑁𝑖
+ − 𝑁𝑖




Here, the subscript i will denote the ith trap. Equation (3.3) represents the rate equations 
for trapping and detrapping kinetics. This is important when the change in the electron 
occupancy of the deep traps is significant. The generation rate, Gn in equation 3.1, includes an 
intrinsic ionization process (electron and hole pair generation) [103], photon ionization including 
two-photon processes [104,105], and electron emission from all the traps. This can be written as:   
𝐺𝑛 = 𝛼𝑖 +
𝛽ℎ𝜈𝜙2
2
+ ∑𝑒𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑇𝑖 .                    (3.7) 
 
The recombination rate, Un, consists of direct band-to-band indirect recombination [106], 
Auger recombination [107,108], and electron capture at all the traps. This can be represented as: 
𝑈𝑛 = 𝐾𝑑𝑛𝑝 + ∑𝑐𝑛𝑖𝑛(𝑁𝑇𝑖 − 𝑛𝑇𝑖) + 𝐾𝑎𝑛
2𝑝.       (3.8) 
 
Similarly, the generation rate, Gp, and recombination rate, Up, for holes can be given as, 
𝐺𝑝 = 𝛼𝑖 +
𝛽ℎ𝜈𝜙2
2
+ ∑𝑒𝑝𝑖(𝑁𝑇𝑖 − 𝑛𝑇𝑖),     (3.9) 
𝑈𝑝 = 𝐾𝑑𝑛𝑝 + ∑𝑐𝑝𝑖𝑝𝑛𝑇𝑖 + 𝐾𝑎𝑛
2𝑝.       (3.10) 
 
The capture parameters are functions of the thermal velocity of free carriers [109] and can be 
written as: 
𝑐𝑛 = 𝜎𝑛 < 𝑣𝑛 >,      (3.11) 
𝑐𝑝 = 𝜎𝑝 < 𝑣𝑝 > .      (3.12) 
 
where 𝜎𝑛 and 𝜎𝑝 are capture cross sections of electrons and holes, respectively. The optical 
emission at the traps is related to the external photon flux [103], 
𝑒𝑛
0 = 𝜎𝑛





0,       (3.14) 
where 𝜎𝑛
0 and 𝜎𝑝
0 are optical ionization cross sections for electrons and holes, respectively. The 




𝑡𝑁𝐶/𝑔)exp (−∆𝐸𝑇/𝑘𝑇),      (3.15) 
𝑒𝑝
𝑡 = (𝑐𝑝
𝑡𝑁𝑣/𝑔)exp (−∆𝐸𝑇/𝑘𝑇),      (3.16) 
 
where ∆𝐸𝑇 represents the energy gap. ∆𝐸𝑇 = (𝐸𝐶 − 𝐸𝑇) for electrons and ∆𝐸𝑇 = (𝐸𝑇 − 𝐸𝑉) for 
holes. 
Impact ionization is an essential charge generation mechanism. This results from a 
collision between a highly energetic conduction-band electron and a valence band electron which 
is ionized over the band gap which leaves two conduction electrons and a hole. The ionizing 
electron gains its energy typically in a high electric field. This scattering process can be divided 
into electron-initiated and hole-initiated ionization. In an electron initiated impact ionization 
event, an electron with an energy greater than the impact ionization threshold can make the 
transition to a secondary electron and a secondary electron-hole pair. Analogously, the process 
can be initiated by holes. The corresponding inverse process is called Auger recombination. 
The ionization rate 𝛼 is defined as the number of electron-hole pairs generated by a 
carrier per unit distance traveled. The ionization rate of electrons and holes will denote as 𝛼𝑛 and 
𝛼ℎ respectively. Impact ionization can only occur when the particle gains at least the threshold 
energy for ionization 𝐸𝑖 from the electrical field. It can be derived that minimum energy of 1.5𝐸𝑔 
is needed where the 𝐸𝑔 is the bandgap and the effective masses of both holes and electrons are 
assumed to be equal. In general, the ionization rates 𝛼𝑛,ℎ depend on the probability for the 
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carriers to reach this threshold energy. Further, this is not only a function of the local electrical 
field but also of the "history" of the particle [111,112]. 
 
Figure 3.1. Schematic diagram showing the electroluminescence due to the impact ionization. (a) Impact ionization 
produces a new electron-hole pair; (b) the hole can recombine with an electron in an acceptor state; (c) the electron 
may then fall into this empty acceptor state, and this results the radiative emission [113]. 
 
Electroluminescence can also be the result of impact ionization. Electrons in the 
conduction band that are accelerated under a sufficiently high field may obtain enough energy to 
cause impact ionization in the material, resulting in electron-hole pairs, Figure 3.1 (a). Then, the 
created holes may be trapped at an empty accepter state (Figure 3.1(b)), while the electrons in the 
conduction band will move. These electrons will move until they find an empty accepter sites, 
and then will recombine with holes in there, resulting in radiative emission. This is shown in 
Figure 3.1 (c).  
 
3.1.1 Anode Hole Injection Model 
During high-field electron transport, holes in the anode are generated when a significant 
fraction of the injected hot-electrons lose their kinetic energy either by emitting surface plasmons 
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or by directly exciting the anode electrons via interband transition or intraband transition [114]. 
Therefore, the threshold energy for surface plasma excitation and the threshold energy for direct 
interband electron excitation will be considered. When the electron energy at the anode is 
comparable to the surface plasmon threshold energy, energy loss via surface plasmon decay 
becomes more effective than direct excitation [114,115]. When an electron enters in the 
conduction band of the anode, it loses its energy via direct ionizing collision with a bound 
electron in the valence band (VB) and creates an electron-hole pair. The rest of the energy of this 
primary incident electron is shared between the generated electron-hole pair. Back injection into 
the oxide occurs over the interfacial barrier or via tunneling, althrough it depends upon the 
energy of the generated hole. The anode hole injection model describes a physical process in 
which the injected electrons exiting from the cathode lose their energy through impact ionization 
in the anode to create electron-hole pairs.  A fraction of the tunneling electrons reaching the 
anode are able to elastically transfer their energy to a deep valence-band electron. Such an 
electron will promote to the lowest available electron energy state, which is the conduction band 
edge of the anode. This creates a hot hole which tunnels back into the oxide, and thus a trap is 
created inside the oxide layer. Over time, these traps form percolation paths and lead to oxide 
breakdown [116-118]. 
The hole tunneling current density is given as: Jp=αpJnΘ𝑝, where Jn is the incident 
electron tunneling current density, αp is the probability for a hole to be generated, and Θ𝑝 is 
probability for the generated hole to tunnel through the barrier. The quantum efficiency of the 
hole generation process is: 
𝐽𝑝
𝐽𝑛









where ?̂? = 8𝜋√2𝑚𝑝,𝑜𝑥/3ℎ𝑞, 𝑚𝑝,𝑜𝑥 = 0.2𝑚0 and Φ𝑝 = 𝐸𝑔,𝑆𝑖𝑂2 − 𝑞Φ𝑏 − 𝐸𝑔𝑎𝑖𝑛. 
In the Fowler-Nordheim (FN) tunneling regime (𝑉𝑜𝑥 > Φ𝑏), the energy gained by the 







)]} , where 𝜆 is the mean free electron scattering length [95,96]. This is shown 
in Figure 3.2 (a). In the direct tunneling regime (𝑉𝑜𝑥 < Φ𝑏), electrons do not experience 
scattering in the oxide, thus the arrival energy of the electrons at the anode, 𝐸𝑔𝑎𝑖𝑛 = 𝑞V𝑜𝑥. This 
is illustrated in Figure 3.2 (b).  
 
Figure 3.2. Diagram of Anode hole injection process. An incident tunneling electron arrives at the anode with 
energy Egain to thermalize. This energy is transferred to a deep valence band electron, thereby exciting it to the 
lowest available energy state, the anode conduction band. This excitation creates a hot hole capable of tunneling 
back into the oxide [116]. 
 
3.2 Mathematical Model for One-Dimensional (1D) Analysis 
An analytical theory of space-charge-limited current in high resistivity semiconductors 
with discrete trapping levels was discussed several years ago by Lampert et al. [24-26].  The 
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term "relaxation semiconductor" has often been used to define such semiconductors for which 
the dielectric relaxation time can exceed the recombination lifetime.  A more complete 
description of the current transport was based on computer modeling approaches [119, 120].  In 
the Mark and Lampert model, trapping of the injected carriers causes the current to remain well 
below the value in a trap-free insulator, until the applied voltage is high enough to inject enough 
excess carriers to fill the traps.  At this point, called the traps-filled-limit-voltage (VTFL) by 
Lampert, a rapid increase of current with voltage is predicted, until the current reaches a value 
corresponding to the trap-free space-charge-limited current and varies as the square of the 
voltage.  A number of investigations were carried out on semi-insulating materials, particularly 
CdS and GaAs, but as pointed out by Bube [121], they have generally yielded values for trap 
densities which were much lower than those determined by other experimental methods.  It was, 
therefore, suggested [121] that the sudden increase in current does not take place at VTFL, but at a 
lower voltage, due to contributions from impact ionization.  A similar suggestion has been that 
impact ionization of impurities, rather than band-to-band ionization, is responsible for the 
observed I-V characteristics [122-124].  Various regimes and additional processes have been 
identified [125].  Experimental results by Willing and Maan in semi-insulating GaAs [126] have 
revealed an onset of field-enhanced trapping at lower fields.  Furthermore, they observed [126] 
that the capture coefficient did not saturate at high fields, but instead decreased at high fields, 
thus yielding local maxima. 
For a simple analysis under steady-state equilibrium conditions, based on a 1D rate equation 
for electrons, one can obtain the following equation for one trap at low electric fields: 
dn/dt = en0 NT
-  - cn n (NT - NT




where n, NT and 
 NT
- are the electron, total trap, and occupied traps densities, respectively, while 
en0 represents the electron emission rate, and cn the electron capture cross-section.  Thus: en0 = cn 
n (NT - NT
-)/NT
- ≡ cn P0.  In equilibrium, the value of n(NT - NT-)/NT- = NC exp[(ET  - Ec)/(kBT)] 
where ET  and Ec are the energy levels of the trap and the conduction band edge, respectively, 
and T is the temperature in Kelvin, and kB the Boltzmann constant.  With an electric field F 
applied, cn can become field-dependent, and hence symbolically changes as: cn(F)  cn RC(F), 
where RC(F) represents a field-dependent ratio factor.  Field-dependent enhancements of the 
capture coefficient are possible if the trapping process entails a repulsive potential barrier.  This 
occurs because in such a situation, an applied external field increases the average kinetic energy 
of the electrons, making it easier for them to surmount the potential barrier.  Alternatively, on the 
basis of the Lucovsky model [127], increased quantum mechanical tunneling of electrons 
through the potential barrier would also increase the capture coefficients.  Thus, electron capture 
rates could increase with field, as long as the field magnitudes were not very large.  Such electric 
field dependence of electron trapping is important and has been shown to lead to domain 
formation and current oscillations in semiconductor materials.  This was later supported by the 
work of Sacks and Milnes [128]. However, at much higher electric fields, carrier heating would 
cause the capture rate to decrease, since a long sequence of phonon emissions would then be 
required for the eventual and successful trapping of mobile electrons.  Such a lowering of the 
capture rate at high fields has been probed in the literature [129-132] and should lead to a 
maxima for the field-dependent RC(F) function.  It may be mentioned in this context that such 
behavior would not be valid for hydrogenic traps.  However, since one expects deeper defect 




At higher fields, the simple equation 3.18 should be modified to incorporate a field-
dependent factor RC(F) as: en0 NT
-  =  cn RC(F) n (
 NT – NT-).  This would then yield the following 
expression for the occupied trap density: NT
- = RC(F) n NT/[ P0 + RC(F) n].  Using the expression 
for NT
- in the Poisson equation leads to: 
dF/dx = - q[n + NT
-]/εs =  - q n {1 + RC(F)  NT/[ P0  +  RC(F) n] }/εs  .         (3.19) 
 
At low electric fields, Rc(F) is expected to be very small due to the repulsive potential 
barrier for trapping, and so dF/dx ~ -q n/εs represents a Mott-Gurney-like behavior, leaving the 
traps with virtually little influence on the current conduction.  For high electric fields, Rc(F) > 1, 
and one roughly gets: dF/dx = - (q n/ εs) RC(F)  NT/[ P0 + RC(F) n].  So a high field (and hence 
strong voltage drop) would appear across the device.  As a result, the J-E curve with traps would 
shift to higher fields (i.e., move to the right of Mott-Gurney curve) and would have smaller 
current values.  Equation (3.19) can easily be extended for the case of N multiple traps at 
different energies to yield: 
 
dF/dx = - q n  i=1∑N {1 + RCi(F)  NTi/[ P0i  +  RCi(F) n] }/εs   .                  (3.20) 
 
Additionally, emission from traps can also be field-dependent.  In the direction of the applied 
field, the potential barrier is lowered, and hence, an electron requires less energy to escape from 
the trap.  This field-assisted emission is known as the Poole-Frenkel effect [103,133], and the 
barrier decreases by an amount ΔφPF.  In a simple one-dimensional treatment, the barrier 
decrease can be given as ΔφPF = [(q3F)/(πε)]½.  As a result, the rate of electron emission from a 
trap is enhanced by the field, with en(F) ~ en(F=0) exp[ΔφPF/(kT)].  A more rigorous three-
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dimensional analysis of emission [134] leads to the following, slightly modified expression of 
the emission rate:  en3D(F) ~ en(F=0) {½ + [(γ-1) exp(γ) + 1]/γ2}, where γ = ΔφPF/(kT).  In 
addition, the applied field increases the probability for trapped electrons to escape into the 
conduction band via both elastic and inelastic tunneling [135].  Hence,high field effects on 
electron emission need to be included in the rate equation analysis, especially in the context of 
high power devices.  This is easily accomplished through the inclusion of a field dependent ratio 
factor, i.e., en(F) ~ RE(F) en(F=0), and leads to: NT
- = RC(F) n NT/[ RE(F) P0 + RC(F) n]. Hence, 
the spatial dependence of the electric field from Poisson’s equation is: 
dF/dx = - q n  i=1∑N {1 + RCi(F)  NTi/[ REi(F) P0i + RCi(F) n] }/εs   .             (3.21) 
 
In a situation involving a defect with a repulsive potential and trap density NT1, and another with 
an attractive potential (i.e., a shallow hydrogenic trap) at a density NT2, the above is modified to: 
dF/dx = - q n [ {1+RC1(F)  NT1/[RE1(F) P01 + RC1(F) n]} + NT2/[ P02 + n]]/εs .  (3.22) 
 
The above treatment can be extended to include both attractive and repulsive traps, field-
dependent emission, and band-to-trap impact ionization.  Algebraic manipulation leads to the 
following general equation for the case of a semi-insulating semiconductor with N different 
repulsive defects and M separate attractive traps, and trap-to-band ionization: 
dF/dx  =  - (q n/εs){1 + k=1∑N ckRCi(F)NTk/[ckPk0Rek(F) + ckRCk(F) n + n Riik(F)] + 
+  l=1∑M clNTl/[clPl0Rel(F)+cl n + n Riil(F)]}     ,                     (3.23) 
 
where Riik(F) and Riil(F) are field dependent impact-ionization factors for electron collision-
induced impact ionization from traps with repulsive and attractive potentials, respectively. 
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Here, the field dependent impact-ionization factors Riip(E) were taken to be a function of 
the local electric field.  A similar approach had been used for band-to-trap processes in SiO2 
[136], another wide-bandgap material.  Conceptually, the process is similar to that of electron 
ionization from the subbands of quantum well superlattices.  Strictly, computations of the 
threshold energy for impact-ionization require momentum and energy conservation, taking 
account of the detailed bandstructure.  However, for simplicity, the threshold values were taken 
to be fitting parameters.  Similarly, empirical forms were assumed for the impact-ionization 
factors Riip(F) of the type Riip(F) ~ R0p exp(αp |F|), and values of R0p and αp were extracted from 
comparisons to the data.  A more exact approach could perhaps include details of the electron 
distribution function at each location (i.e., discretized position within a device) via a Monte 
Carlo (MC) scheme with inclusion of internal scattering processes and the bandstructure.  For 
example, the energy-dependent ionization rates discussed by Robbins [137] could be folded into 
a MC simulation. 
Finally, for completeness, a brief discussion of carrier drift velocity is presented, since it 
influences the current density, in addition to the local electron density.  For 4H-SiC material, the 
electron drift velocity vdr was taken to be [138]:  
vn(F) = [μn1 |F|  +  μn0 |F| (|F|/F0)θ + vsat (|F|/F1)η ]/[1 + (|F|/F0)θ + (|F|/F1)η] ,      (3.24) 
 






3.3 Numerical Implementation for Drift-Diffusion Analysis 
Several assumptions have been made in order to perform the one-dimensional 
simulations based on the drift-diffusion approach discussed in Section 3.2. Under the steady state 
condition, the diffusion is neglected. Also, only one type of carrier was considered, which 
wereelectrons. Implementation of the semiconductor equations for transport for the purposes of 
obtaining numerical analyses was based on the equations given in the previous section.  A central 
difference technique was used to solve the differential equations. The program was written using 
the MATLAB software, and a block diagram for the numerical computation by the technique is 
shown in Figure 3.3. 
 
Figure 3.3. Numerical computation for the steady state analysis. 
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As shown in Figure 3.3, for a corresponding current density, the J value of the average 
electric field value was calculated. Here, the average electric field was found, assuming that the 
whole system is a one dimensional grid with N points. Figure 3.4 shows the schematic diagram 
which has been used in order to evaluate the current voltage characteristics of the 4H-SiC 
photoconductive switch.  
 
 
Figure 3.4. Schematic diagram of the 1-D 4H-SiC. 
 
Initially, all voltages are zero at t=0, i.e., Vi = 0 for all points i.  The Scharfetter-Gummel 
scheme was used for current computations.  This scheme treats the current density J and the 
electric field to be constant between N grid points, and these are designated as Ji–½ , Ji+½ , and Ei–
½ , Ei+½ etc.  [139].  
The parameters used in the simulation are listed in Table 3.1. Analysis of high field 
effects on the steady-state current-voltage response of semi-insulating 4H-SiC was carried out 
with several models. First, a model with one trap and linear velocity (v=µE) was considered. 
Then, keeping the v=µE, multiple traps were considered. Further, v=v(E) selected and the 
number of traps was varied. Moreover, multiple traps with impact ionization for traps with 
















Trapping causes spatial localization of electrons and holes at certain sites and hence, 
stops the carriers from contributing to electrical conduction. Any site which is created by 
localized states and is capable of capturing carriers is called a trap or a trapping center. These 
traps can have a charge, depending on the occupancy of the charge.  This charge will determine 
the behavior of the trap. Thus there are three types of traps: coulombic attractive centers, 
coulombic neutral centers, and coulombic repulsive centers. The energy profiles near the 




Permittivity, 𝜺𝒔  8.54x 10
-11 F/m 
Permittivity of SiC, 𝜺𝑺𝒊𝑪  9.7 
Temperature, T  300 K 
Boltzmann Constant, kB  1.38x10-23 
Reflectivity, r  0.5 
Electron charge, q  1.6x10-19 C 
A0  1.2x106 




Figure 3.5. Schematic diagrams illustrating the variation of potential energy of (a) coulombic attractive center, (b) 
coulombic neutral center, and (c) coulombic repulsive center [113]. 
 
The capture cross-section of a center is determined by the variation of potential energy 
around the center. For repulsive centers, the capturing action is repulsive. An electron 
approaching a center that has already captured an electron will see a repulsive potential barrier. 
This approaching electron will have to overcome this potential barrier, thermally, or tunnel 
through before being captured. Figure 3.5(c) shows that when the free electron reaches the 
potential top (∆V), it sees an attractive potential field. This kind of trapping process indicates 
that the repulsive centers will have small capture cross-sections and will be very sensitive to 
temperature. Further, the increasing electric field will increase the number of high-energy 
electrons to overcome the repulsive potential barrier and be trapped. This phenomenon is known 
as field-enhanced trapping. In general, the trapping cross-sections follow the following relation:  





Figure 3.6. Schematic diagram illustrating the Poole-Frenkel effect [113]. 
 
In addition to trapping, there can also be carrier detrapping (or release) from the traps.  
One such process is the Poole-Frenkel mechanism, shown schematically in Figure 3.6.  The 
application of an external electric field will lower the Coulombic potential barrier, as seen in 
Figure 3.6. Thus, this will effectively lower the trap barrier. The Poole-Frenkel effect is also 
known as the internal Schottky effect. The mechanism of this Poole-Frenkel effect includes the 
field enhanced thermal excitation (or detrapping) of trapped electrons or holes, which is very 
similar to the Schottky effect in the thermionic emission. But for the Poole-Frenkel trapping 
barrier, the positive charge is fixed, while the positive charge is a mobile image charge for the 
Schottky barrier. Further, the results in the barrier lowering, due to the Poole-Frenkel effect, are 
twice that that of  the Schottky effect. The effect of an applied field in lowering the potential 
barrier for a trapped electron to escape in a one-dimensional model is illustrated in Figure 3.6. 
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The solid line represents the Coulombic barrier without a field, and the dashed line shows the 
effect of an electric field on the barrier. The slope of the double dashed line is proportional to the 






1/2,     (3.25) 
 




)1/2.    (3.26) 
 
The Poole–Frenkel effect is effective only for traps that are neutral when filled and positively 
charged when empty. Traps that are neutral when empty and charged when filled will not face 
this effect due to lack of coulombic interaction. The Poole-Frenkel model can be used to interpret 
high-field transport phenomena in insulators and semiconductors. [140-143]. The Poole-Frenkel 
effect is observed when electric conduction is bulk limited, whereas the Schottky effect can be 
observed when electric conduction is electrode-limited. A trapped electron can be thermally 
released in the forward direction of the applied field and also in the reverse direction, but the 
probability of the reverse direction will be smaller. The probabilities for a trapped electron to be 
thermally released in the forward and the reverse direction are field dependent. 
Frenkel derived the expression for the barrier lowering which is given in the equation 
(3.25), using a one-dimensional model [133, 141], as: 





),       (3.27) 
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where 𝜎0 is the low-field conductivity. Three-dimensional treatment gives field and temperature 
dependent conductivities, and this will be different from the Poole-Frenkel relation (3.27). This 
three dimensional treatment can be presented as follows [142]:  
 
for 𝛼𝐹1/2 ≤ 2𝛾,   𝜎 = 𝜎0 (
4𝛾
𝛼2𝐹
) sinh(𝛼2𝐹 4𝛾⁄ ),        (3.28) 
and for 𝛼𝐹1/2 ≥ 2𝛾,  





2 − 1) exp (𝛼𝐹
1
2 − 𝛾) − 2𝛾 exp(−𝛼2𝐹 4𝛾⁄ ) + exp (𝛾)],  (3.29) 












Figure 3.7. Energy diagram of the trapping center in the presence of the electric field. Arrows indicate the possible 
electron emission mechanisms: PF represents the thermal ionization over the lowered barrier, PAT represents 
phonon assisted tunneling, and DT represents the direct tunneling into the conduction band (CB) [144]. 
 
It is obvious that, at low fields, 
𝛼𝐹2
4𝛾
≪ 1 the conductivity follows a simple Ohm’s law. At 











trapping, which include direct tunneling (DT), phonon-assisted tunneling (PAT), and Poole-
Frenkel (PF) emission, are all sketched in Figure 3.7 for clarity and completeness [144]. 
 
3.4 COMSOL Computations for Inclusion of Multi-Dimensional and Thermal 
Analyses 
An issue of increasing concern, as power levels scale up, is device reliability.  In 
particular, recent work by our group has shown crack formation in the SiC at the SiC/metal 
interface [21] in a variety of different device configurations and structures.  It was hypothesized 
that the underlying cause of the observed cracks was either the result of large current densities at 
the SiC/metal interface during operation, which could then also lead to localized hot spots, or the 
effect of high electric fields at the contact-SiC interface.  Regardless of the origin, experimental 
optical microscope images confirm that the cracks form primarily near the surface and at points 
of greatest field enhancement [21].  
 




A typical SiC-based PCSS structure is shown in Figure 3.8.  The electric fields and 
voltage distributions are inherently two-dimensional (2D), at least. Hence, a more appropriate 
analysis requires a two-dimensional (if not a three-dimensional) study.  This aspect is discussed 
in this section.  The 2D analysis and simulations in this dissertation research have been carried 
out using COMSOL, a commercial software.  This is a multi-physics simulation tool that embeds 
and allows for the integration of electrical responses, and thermal aspects including temperature 
increases due to device self-heating, and allows for the inclusion of other aspects, such as fluid 
flow, etc. 
High electric field driven device failures are well known.  Detrimental effects can arise 
from the production of hot electrons [28] having sufficient energy to generate an electron-hole 
avalanche by impact ionization and to increase the local temperatures.  Thermal expansion could 
then lead to high stress or even cracking in the vicinity of the hot spots.  For completeness, a 
second, though not so well recognized, mechanism under high field operation is associated with 
the inverse piezoelectric effect (IPE) [29, 30].  The basic source is the piezoelectric nature of a 
material that leads to strain under externally applied electric fields.  The internal strain can create 
defects causing eventual degradation and increases in device resistance, due to time-dependent 
trap generation.  This aspect would certainly be detrimental to photoconductive operation, since 
low ON-state resistance values are typically desired.  However, it may be mentioned that there 
are differences between the hot electron (HE) scenario and the IPE.  For example, at higher 
temperatures, the electron mean free path (which is dictated by phonon scattering) typically 
becomes shorter.  Hence, a higher electric field (i.e., higher device bias voltage) is then necessary 
to drive hot electrons beyond the impact ionization threshold, thus weakening the role of hot 
electrons.  However, in the case of the IPE, higher temperatures would make it easier to cause 
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stress and crack formation, as these processes are governed by Arrhenius-type activation energy 
barriers.  In the present context though, the IPE is not expected to be very significant, since the 
piezoelectric constants for SiC are not large.  However, there could be a role, if localized 
temperatures are not contained. 
In any event, regardless of the exact mechanism, it is clearly beneficial to be able to 
mitigate the peak electric fields, or at least to re-shape their distribution towards greater 
uniformity with suppression of spatially localized peaks.  Only then could one achieve the full 
performance potential of SiC devices for high power applications.  One specific aim in the 
context of the observed SiC failures would be to reduce the peak electric field values in the 
neighborhood of the metal-semiconductor interface with non-negligible carrier densities.  Proper 
design of the edge terminations is necessary to reduce the well-known field crowding at the 
edges. 
The two-dimensional (2D) electrostatics for field and potential distributions across the 
SiC PCSS structure were based on solutions of the Poisson equation using the COMSOL 
Multiphysics software. COMSOL Multiphysics™ is a commercially available software package, 
which evolved from the FEMLAB Finite Element Analysis (FEA) tools [145]. It provides a 
CAD interface to define the geometry, a sophisticated mesh generation capability, and a wide 
array of numeric solver and post-processing tools. 
 
3.4.1 COMSOL Description and Details 
In addition to its general partial differential equation (PDE) solver capability, COMSOL 
offers application specific modules, each tailored to solving specific types of physics and 
engineering problems including Chemical Engineering, Acoustics, Earth Science, and many 
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others. These modules, in turn, contain application modes, which specify the form of the 
governing PDE to be solved, and allow the user to specify all coefficients, boundary conditions, 
and initial conditions. The coefficients may be functions of the spatial coordinates, functions of 
the dependent variable for which we are solving, or, in the case of a multi-physics model, may be 
dependent on the output of another coupled application mode. The Semiconductor Module has 
been used in this work. The Semiconductor Module allows for detailed analysis of 
semiconductor device operation at the fundamental physics level. The module is based on the 
drift-diffusion equations, using isothermal or nonisothermal transport models. COMSOL uses 
different solver algorithms for stationary or time dependent problems, both of which can 
simulate linear or nonlinear models. There is also an eigenvalue solver for the study of natural 
harmonic oscillations. 
Many of the most interesting problems to be solved are non-linear. One can easily define 
such a model, and COMSOL will automatically use its non-linear solver. The COMSOL 
nonlinear solver uses a modified Newton method. The user must supply an initial state, U0, for 
the dependent variable. A linearized model is formulated around the initial state, in the form: 
J(U0).U = B(U0),      (3.30) 
 
where U is the vector of dependent variable values at the nodes, U0 is the initial state of U, B is a 
vector that depends on boundary conditions, and J is often referred to as the system stiffness 
matrix or the system Jacobian matrix. If this were a linear problem, we would simply solve for 
the vector U. Since U0 is not an exact solution, the residual error is: 




The iterative Newton method can be applied in the usual way, expanding R(U) in a Taylor series, 
dropping all but the first order term, and setting it equals to zero. The resulting equation can be 
solved for the Newton step δU, 
J(U0 + δU)= - R(U0) ,     (3.32) 
 
where R(U0) is calculated by setting U in Eq. (3.31) equal to U0, and noting that the Jacobian 
𝑑
𝑑𝑈
𝑅(𝑈) is in fact the system Jacobian J(U0). The next iteration is then computed as U1 =U0 + δU 
+λ. If the damping factor λ is one, then this is the traditional Newton method; however 
COMSOL will reduce the damping factor and will recompute U1 if the relative error is larger 
than the previous value. The purpose of this damping factor is to make the process converge for a 
broader range of initial value. COMSOL will compute the relative error, E, for the new iteration 
U1 as: 
J(U0 ).E= - R(U1).      (3.33)  
 
The term Multiphysics refers to problems defined by a coupled system of differential 
equations with more than one dependent variable. When using COMSOL to solve such 
problems, this generally means creating the corresponding model using two or more of the 
application specific modules. The coupling is specified by symbolically defining the PDE terms 
and boundary conditions. The COMSOL software will solve all the equations as one fully 
coupled system. 
Here in this dissertation research, a 2D triangular mesh with manual refinement was used, 
with maximum and minimum mesh sizes set to 0.2 and 0.002 µm, respectively.  This finite 
element COMSOL Multiphysics model was also used to determine the internal device heating.  
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The current flow leading to power dissipation represented the heat source.  Boundary conditions 
used for the calculations were: (i) Zero charge condition for all the exterior boundaries (i.e., n.D 
=0 where D is electric displacement, and n the unit normal);  (ii) Charge conservation [i.e., 
n.(D1-D2)=0] for interior boundaries with zero surface charge; and (iii)  Potentials VK = 0 and VA 
were set for the cathode and anode contacts, respectively. 
Temperature changes due to device operation were analyzed using the COMSOL Heat 





 −   ∇. (k∇𝑇) = 𝑄 −  𝜌 𝐶𝑝 𝒖. ∇𝑇   ,    (3.34) 
 
where k is the thermal conductivity (Wm-1K-1), 𝜌 is the mass density (kgm-1), 𝐶𝑝 is the specific 
heat capacity at constant pressure (JKg-1K-1), 𝑇 is the absolute temperature (K), 𝑄 the heat source 
term (Wm-3), and 𝒖 the velocity vector.  If both radiation and convection effects are excluded, 




 −   ∇. (k∇𝑇) = 𝑄  ,     (3.35) 
 
Thermal boundary conditions were assigned, as discussed by Menozzi et al. [146]. The 
bottom surface was maintained at 293̊ K, while the top SiC surface and the remaining exterior 
model boundaries were considered adiabatic.  The power dissipation value across the SiC was 
taken to be E J (W/m2), with E being the electric field values at the interface and J the PCSS 
current density.  The later was calculated as ns q υ(E) with υ(E) being the field-dependent 





SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
4.1 Introduction 
Simulation results were obtained for the current density J through the 4H-SiC samples as 
a function of the applied bias, based on the theory presented in the previous chapters.  In 
performing the calculations, values of the current density J and electric field F(0) at the cathode 
(as a boundary condition) were chosen and held fixed.  Diffusion was neglected, so the entire 
current was assumed to arise from electron drift. Equation (3.24) was then used to obtain the 
spatial profile of the internal electric field for a set of chosen J, F(0), and the other parameters 
selected for trap densities, cross-sections, field-dependent functions Riip(F), Rci(F), Rek(F), etc.  
The electron density n needed for the numerical evaluation of equation (3.23) was obtained from 
the chosen current density J as: n = J/[q vn(F)], with equation (3.24) being used for computations 
of the drift velocity vn(F).  Vertical contacts at the top and bottom ends on opposite surfaces at a 
distance of 0.454 mm were assumed, in keeping with the experimental data from the samples.  
 
4.2 Simulation Results of Steady State Current-Voltage Response  
4.2.1 Non-Irradiated SiC Samples 
Figure 4.1 shows results of the J-F calculations, with F being the average electric field 
from a SiC sample that was received from CREE Corporation.  This was not irradiated, or 
annealed, and represents an “as is” sample.  In addition to numerical simulations, the actual 
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experimental data for the silicon carbide sample (say, denoted as SiC2) is also included, in order 
to compare the accuracy of the simulation results.  The experimental measurements were 
obtained by a group at Texas Tech University.  The two curves appear to be in fairly good 
agreement with the electric field, spanning values from about 10 kV/cm to 170 kV/cm.  The 
boundary condition for the electric field at the cathode works out to be: |F(0)| = 0.1 V/m.  The 
current density J ranges over several orders of magnitude from roughly 5×106 A/m2 to 1 A/m2.   
 
 
Figure 4.1.  Comparison between the simulation J-F results and the experimental data for semi-insulating 4H-SiC 
for sample without irradiation. 
 
The fit between the data and the simulation results was achieved by using three sets of traps in 
the 4H-SiC material with densities of NT1 = 4.5×10
19 m-3, NT2 = 6.5×10
20 m-3, and NT3 = 4.5×10
18 
m-3.  Of these, traps 1 and 3 were assumed to have a repulsive potential. Table 4.1 shows these 
simulated results. Trap energy values derived from the comparison between simulation results 
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and the data were 0.263 eV, 0.333 eV, and 0.383 eV, below the conduction band-edge, as 







Figure 4.2. Schematic diagram of the traps in the SiC material. 
 
Table 4.1: Simulation results for the trap densities and the locations below the conduction band-edge 
 
Comparison of data has yielded the values for the field dependent rates and functions. 
 The low-field electron capture cross-sections for the traps were taken to be cn =10-17 m2.   
 The field-dependent ratio factor was taken to have the form RC =[exp(a|F|)-1], where a = 
8×10-7 m/V. 
 The field dependence of RE =exp(b|F|) yielded b ~ 8×10-7 m/V.   
Trap Trap Density/ m-3 Type of the trap Gap between the trap and 
the conduction band / eV 
Trap1 4.5×1019 Repulsive Potential 0.263 
Trap2 6.5×1020 Attractive Potential 0.333 


































 The threshold field for band-to-trap ionization for the three defect levels were 1.4×107 V/m, 
1.65×107 V/m, and 1.75×107 V/m.   
 The impact-ionization factor was assumed to be Riip(F)= a1 exp(b1 |F|), and the curve fitting 
to the data yielded a1 = 10
8 and b1 = 10
-6 m/V for traps 1 and 3, and a1 = 5×10
8 and b1 = 10
-6 
m/V for trap 2. This is shown in Table 4.2.  
 







Results obtained for the internal electric fields within the SiC2 sample are discussed next.  
Two different device current densities from Fig. 4.1 were chosen: a relatively low value of -
4.54×10-3 A/m2 (for average 50 kV/cm field) and a higher current density of -7.29×10-2 A/m2 (at 
an average field of 150 kV/cm).  The negative sign is simply the result of our chosen orientation, 
with the anode at x = 0.454 mm and the cathode at x=0.  The internal electric field profile is 
indirectly indicative of the spatial electron distribution and is influenced by internal processes, 
such as band-to-trap ionization.   
 
Trap Riip(F)= a1 exp(b1 |F|) m/V Threshold Field V/m 
Trap1 108 exp(10-6  |F|) Et1=1.4×10
7  
Trap2 5×108 exp(10-6  |F|) Et2=1.65×10
7 





Figure 4.3.  Calculated internal electric field profiles for the SiC2 sample at two steady-state current densities of -
4.54×10-3 A/m2 and -7.29×10-2 A/m2. 
 
In going toward the anode, the electric field magnitude shown in Figure 4.3 increases and 
reflects the decreasing free electron density with position.  Electrons are injected from the left 
(cathode) side, and gradually reduce in density toward the anode side, due to capture by one of 
the three trap sites. The condition of a spatially constant current density J [ = n q vn(F)] value in 
the steady-state for a given bias requires reductions in free electron density n, as the electric field 
magnitudes (and hence the drift velocities) increase.   
Furthermore, for the -4.54×10-3 A/m2 curve in Figure 4.3, the slope of the electric field 
progressively becomes larger, with distance implying a higher charge density towards the anode.  
The higher charge density is associated with a larger population of occupied traps.  Since two 
repulsive defects were assumed here, with their capture rates increasing with local electric field, 
more such traps would be filled by electrons toward the anode side, due to the higher driving 
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fields.  Thus, for this scenario, the contribution of a negative charge at the filled traps toward the 
anode side outweighs the smaller free electron density in this region to yield an overall higher net 
charge density.  This situation is representative of low levels of electron flow in a trap-filled, 
semi-insulating semiconductor. Figure 4.4 shows the electron density variation at given current 
density values. As was predicted from the Electric field plots in Figure 4.3, electron density 
decreases when going towards the anode. Here, the density at the anode is not shown.  
 
Figure 4.4. Calculated Electron density variation for the SiC2 sample at two steady-state current densities of -
4.54×10-3 A/m2 and -7.29×10-2 A/m2. 
At the higher current density of -7.29×10-2 A/m2, on the other hand, the values and shape 
of the electric field profile are somewhat different.  The electric field magnitude is again an 
increasing function of distance from the cathode.  As before, the free electron densities are lower 
over regions of higher field magnitudes, since the drift velocities are higher.  However, a sharp 
change in slope is seen at around the 150 micron location, when the electric field reaches -
1.65×107 V/m.  This field corresponds to the threshold for the trap-to-band impact ionization 
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chosen in our model for trap NT2, which is the most populous.  Beyond this spatial point, the free 
electron density begins to increase, as trap-to-band ionization begins to contribute.   
Also, as shown in Figure 4.3, the electric field crosses the chosen threshold for trap-to-
band ionization from NT3 at about 220 µm, for this applied bias.  As a collective result, the 
current density in the SiC sample begins to increase dramatically at high biasing and leads to a 
high sample conductance.  In addition, at this high applied biasing level, the electric field profile 
ceases to increase extensively beyond 220 µm.   
 
 
Figure 4.5. Calculated internal electric field profiles for the SiC2 sample at different current densities. 
Upon increasing the applied bias, as revealed in Figure 4.5, the threshold for the trap-to-
band ionization begins to be reached closer to the cathode and the "knee" in the spatial field 
distribution shifts to the left.  As a result, while the electric field values below the knee increase, 
the spatial integral of the electric field beyond the knee has a relatively modest or incremental 
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change.  The overall result is that increases in the voltage drop across the sample at biasing are 
significantly slower, while the current density rises quickly.  The net effect is the rapid upswing 
in the J-F characteristic seen in Figure 4.1 beyond an average field of 130 kV/cm. 
Although the simulations were in good agreement with the data (as shown in Figure 4.1) 
and were used to extract important parameters, it must be stressed that the values obtained are 
not entirely unique.  Due to the relatively large number of parameters involved, it would be 
possible to obtain slightly different sets of values that could also yield a relatively close 
agreement with the steady-state J-F curve for the SiC sample.  A sensitivity analysis could be 
carried out to determine the robustness of the results and to identify the model parameters that 
have the most significant effect on the electrical response.  However, the intent here was more to 
develop a comprehensive physics-based model that would include a variety of processes and 
mechanisms spanning a large range of electric fields.  Furthermore, since a simple one-
dimensional model was used, a more rigorous and accurate two-dimensional approach would 
probably lead to slight differences in the parameter set needed to curve fit the data. 
 
4.2.2 Electron-Irradiated SiC Samples 
  Simulations for the irradiated samples were also carried out to probe and understand the 
response.  External irradiation by electron beam created traps in the material, with a goal of 
lowering the resistance, increasing the holdoff voltage, and lowering the device current 
throughput at any applied voltage.  Such silicon carbide samples were denoted as SiC1.  Current 
densities are expected to be much lower due to the higher trap densities caused by the 3.5 hour, 1 
MEV electron irradiation.  Results comparing the predictions from the simulations with 




Figure 4.6.  Comparison between the simulation J-F results and experimental data for semi-insulating 4H-SiC SiC1 
sample subjected to the 1MeV irradiation.  Simulation results were obtained for different cases, as discussed in the 
text. 
Four different cases were simulated: 
 Case 1 used Velocity = µF and RE(F) = 1 
 Case 2 used Velocity = µF and RE(F) 
 Case 3 used v(F) and RE(F) = 1 
 Case 4 used v(F) and RE(F) 
 
Thus, two of them used the full velocity-field characteristic of equation 3.24 as denoted 
by v(F) in Figure 4.6, and two were obtained on a simpler mobility-based, linear v(F) = µF 
characteristic.  Additionally, two of the four calculations shown did not include field-dependent 
detrapping, and this was denoted by RE(F) = 1, while the two remaining curves included this 
process were denoted by RE(F). Of the four simulation results, the plot that incorporated both a 
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field-dependent drift velocity and carrier detrapping (case 4) provided the best match with the 
data.   
Figure 4.6 shows reasonably close agreement with the data for the SiC1 sample, based on 
two deep trap levels having energies ET1 and ET2 of 1.07 eV and 1.09 eV, respectively, below the 
conduction band edge.  The corresponding densities used for the calculations were NT1 = NT2 = 
2.55×1019 m-3. Use of the simpler linear drift-velocity model without any high-field saturation 
resulted in excessively higher currents. Using the field dependent velocity alone was also not 
adequate. Without inclusion of carrier detrapping, along with the full velocity-field 
characteristics equation, the predicted currents were much lower than the observed data. 
A significant feature for the irradiated sample SiC1 is the presence of a near-constant 
low-level current density of around 10-5 A/m2 for fields below ~80 kV/cm.  Electrically active 
defects are known to strongly enhance the leakage currents [147], and it has been speculated that 
trap-assisted tunneling [148, 149] can be an important transport process in such situations.  Trap 
assisted tunneling (TAT) of electrons through a two-step process [150, 151] has previously been 
used to study the capture and emission times near interface traps [152] in ultrathin MOSFETs 
and erasable programmable read-only memories [153], and in gate dielectric stacks [154].  In 
addition, the multi-phonon tunneling process [155] can also be expected to be operative and can 
contribute to the leakage current at low voltages.  In the present analyses for the SiC1 sample, 
both elastic trap-assisted-tunneling and the multi-phonon processes were included, using the 
theory described in detail in one of our previous reports [156].  The deep levels in the irradiated 
sample SiC1 facilitated electronic transfers to the semiconductor via the trap states.  However, 
for SiC2, the shallow levels meant that a much larger tunneling distance would be needed, at any 
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given electric field, for the cathode Fermi level to be energetically lined up close to the trap, 
thereby facilitating the transition. 
The present analysis shows that the main difference in the electrical response upon 
irradiation stems from the deep levels generated by the electron-beam bombardment.  Though 
the trap densities for the irradiated SiC1 sample were not excessively large, a significant 
reduction in current, over the SiC2 sample, was nonetheless predicted.  Furthermore, processes 
such as the trap-to-band ionization were found to be insignificant and played no role in shaping 
the J-F characteristic for the sample with deep traps.  This is understandable, since much 
stronger electric fields would likely be required to produce the requisite high energy tail in the 
electron distribution function for impact ionization. 
A final comment pertains to the phenomena of double-injection and bipolar transport 
which have been well studied in the past [157].  These processes are known to be associated with 
filamentary currents, instabilities, and S-shaped negative differential characteristics [158].  
However, since such detrimental effects were not observed in the SiC samples, at least up to the 
~11.5 kV voltage range studied, the prospect of double-injection and bipolar transport would 
appear to be improbable.  Physically, the latter could arise from band-to-band impact ionization.  
However, this would seem unlikely since the SiC bandgap is too large to facilitate band-to-band 
impact ionization over the range of the electric fields applied in the experiments.  A more 
rigorous and definitive assessment, though, would require calculations of the electron 
distribution function at the fields used here for SiC, either through the Monte Carlo or the 
Boltzmann schemes.   
The possibility of hole-injection at the anode contact, which could be an alternative route 
to bipolar transport, requires that barrier heights at the contacts for electrons and holes are 
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roughly similar.  In the situation of comparable barrier heights, electrons collected at the anode 
thermalize and exchange energy with the metallic reservoir.  As a result, colder electrons in the 
metal contact could transition above the Fermi level by acquiring energy, and could effectively 
create a hole for injection back into the semiconductor.  However, the barrier height for electrons 
(φBn) has been reported to be in around 0.8 eV for Ohmic contacts [159], from which an estimate 
of ~2.5 eV can be made for the hole barrier height φBp.  Since these two values are quite 
dissimilar, hole injection at the contacts is unlikely for the SiC samples with Ohmic contacts.  
Nonetheless, as a simple test, forced hole injection was included into the simulations.  The 
results (not shown) led to s-shaped negative differential J-E characteristics.  Since this behavior 
is not observed in the experimental data, the presence of holes can be rejected. 
 
4.3 Simulations with High-k Dielectrics and Metal Overhang in SiC Samples 
for Reduced Electric Field Profiles and Improved Reliability 
  An issue of increasing concern as power levels scale up is device reliability.  In 
particular, recent work by Mauch et al. has shown crack formation in the SiC at the SiC/metal 
interface [21] in a variety of different device configurations and structures. It was hypothesized 
that the underlying cause of the observed cracks was either the result of large current densities at 
the SiC/metal interface during operation, which could then also led to localized hot spots, or the 
effect of high electric fields at the contact-SiC interface.  Regardless of the origin, experimental 
optical microscope images confirm that the cracks form primarily near the surface and at points 
of greatest field enhancement [21]. 
It is clearly beneficial to be able to mitigate the peak electric fields, or at least re-shape 
their distribution towards greater uniformity with suppression of spatially localized peaks.  Only 
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then can one achieve the full performance potential of SiC devices for high power applications.  
One specific aim in the context of the observed SiC failures would be to reduce the peak electric 
field values in the neighborhood of the metal-semiconductor interface with non-negligible carrier 
densities.  Proper design of the edge terminations is necessary, in order to reduce the well-known 
field crowding at the edges.  Toward this end, a combination of two strategies is proposed.  The 
first makes use of an extension of the metal contact to shape the potential, an idea originally 
proposed in the context of silicon planar diodes [31].  The concept is similar to the field plates 
used to mitigate the IPE in GaN High Electron Mobility (HEMT) structures [32], which was also 
implemented in a number of other instances for GaAs- and GaN-based devices [35, 36].  The 
extension of metal contacts should reduce the maximum electric field by offering an extended 
surface for termination of the field lines, thus effectively spreading the electric field over a larger 
distance, instead of having a concentrated field flux at the end-tip of the metal contact.   
Effectively, this would then lower the field crowding at the metal contact edge and 
modify the field distribution. It may be mentioned for completeness that the metal contact 
extensions would typically come at the cost of additional parasitic capacitance. Although this 
might be an issue for the frequency response of transistors or amplifiers, in the present context of 
a PCSS, this is of no relevance.  Nonetheless, for completeness, the capacitances of all four 
structures shown in Figure 1.2 were calculated.  The values were obtained to be 3.2 pF, 1.4 pF, 
6.4 pF, and 10.3 pF for the configurations of Figures 1.2(a), 1.2(b), 1.2(c) and 1.2(d), 
respectively.  As expected, the use of the high-k dielectric does increase the capacitance 
somewhat, but the values still remain fairly negligible. 
The second feature involves the use of high-k dielectric materials to cover the surface of 
the SiC PCSS to further mitigate the fields and thus also to reduce any potential for localized 
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heating.  A schematic (not to scale) of the proposed structure and simulated geometry is shown 
in Figure 1.2 (c).  It consists of a thin HfO2 layer acting as a high-k dielectric, with the metal in 
contact with the SiC and also present on the HfO2 surface as an overhang.  The basic PCSS 
dimensions and shape without any metal overhang or surface dielectric layer are shown in Figure 
1.2 (a).  The sizes chosen in the figure correspond to the devices tested in a recent report by 
Mauch et al. [21].  The figure shows a 300 nm thick Ni-doped SiC layer just below the contacts 
to reduce the contact resistance of the PCSS.  Figure 1.2 (b) shows the use of a metal overhang 
on top of the SiC material, with the metal extension of length L at each side.  Next, the use of a 
similar mesa-structure, but with HfO2 as a high-k dielectric sandwiched between the metallic 
contact extension and the SiC bulk, is depicted in Figure 1.2 (c).  An alternate structure 
employing HfO2 is shown in Figure 1.2 (d).  It is similar to that of Figure 1.2 (c), but the metal 
extensions lie over a thin HfO2 layer that spans the entire length between the two electrodes.   
The high-k dielectric can transmit or extract electric flux more efficiently.  Hence, the 
peak fields (especially at the edges) can be expected to decrease due a combination of both the 
extended metal-plate overhang structure and the HfO2 material.  In addition, since HfO2 is an 
insulator with a bandgap of about 5.5 eV, it presents a potential barrier to electronic transfer from 
SiC.  Hence, carriers generated in SiC would be contained and possibilities of current flow and 
spillage into HfO2 would be minimal.  Furthermore, the higher bandgap of HfO2, in comparison 
to SiC, would ensure that no photo-absorption would take place within the oxide dielectric layer.  
Other high-k dielectrics, inorganic materials such as PZT [Pb(Zr0.53Ti0.47)O3] and Barium 
Strontium Titanate were not considered since they could present potential problems associated 
with hysteresis.  On the other hand, high-k materials such as HfO2 or Ta2O5 are relatively 
hysteresis-free [36], and hence, HfO2 was chosen for numerical evaluations. 
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It may seem that the use of a field plate merely changes the location of the high electric 
field point to the field plate edge.  However, as seen from Figures 1.2 (c) and 1.2 (d), this would 
not create any problem.  The terminating points at the plate edge lie over HfO2 material.  Hence, 
the use of a high-k dielectric will mitigate the high fields, since we are not simply proposing a 
field plate in itself, but rather the utilization of a high-k dielectric as well.  Also, given the high 
bandgap of HfO2, carrier generation would not occur in the HfO2 material.  Hence, the usual 
problems associated with regions of high currents and voltages, such as hot electron effects, 
impact ionization, electro-migration, etc. would not occur.  Furthermore, the IPE would not be an 
issue in HfO2 because of the non-crystalline nature of the material.  The IPE requires cumulative 
build-up of electric fields, while the non-crystalline arrangement would work to randomize and 
destroy any cumulative and collective effects. 
As part of this dissertation research contribution, calculations of electric field 
distributions in a SiC PCSS structure with metal contacts employing contact extensions on a 
high-k HfO2 dielectric have been carried out, with the goal of assessing reductions in the peak 
electric fields.  For completeness, analysis of thermal heating in a lateral PCSS structure with 
such modified geometries after photoexcitation is also included. 
Results of simulations based on the COMSOL Multiphysics tool for electric field 
distributions in the OFF-state are discussed first.  Figure 4.7 shows the electric field magnitude 
along the SiC surface between the anode and the cathode in the absence of any photoexcitation.  
Results for the device structure as shown in Figure 1.2 (a) are given first.  The anode voltage was 
set at 10 kV.  Two sharp peaks can be seen in Figure 4.7 (a); these occur at the ends of the two 
contacts facing each other.  The magnitude is predicted to be quite large at about 7.5 MV/cm.  In 
actual testing, as reported by Mauch et al. [21], voltages as high as 40 kV were applied in some 
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instances for testing.  However, since this peak in Figure 4.7 (a) is concentrated at just a very 
small region, it might not necessarily lead to avalanching or breakdown since the total energy 
(which depends on the non-local path-integral of the overall electric field) has to reach levels 
above the ionization threshold for 4H-SiC.  In addition, during the actual ON-state of the PCSS, 
the voltage drop across the load resistor would reduce the fields within SiC.  However, the 
continued presence of high electric fields, even in the OFF-state, can be detrimental due to their 
potential for gradual defect creation.  Thus, from a reliability standpoint, lowering peak fields, 
which could trigger slow degradation, becomes an essential precaution. 
Results for the electric field with metal extensions of L=0.5 mm at both the anode and 
cathode ends on top of a t=4 μm thick SiC layer [as shown in Figure 1.2 (b)] are given in Figure 
4.7 (b).  Though the general trends and structure remain unchanged, the magnitudes are much 
lower.  The peak field is now seen to have dropped down to about 3.2 MV/cm.  However, with 
the use of a high-k HfO2 dielectric layer of t=4 μm thickness and metal extensions of L=0.5 mm 
at both metal contacts, the electric field magnitude is predicted to drop down even further, to 
about 2.6 MV/cm.  This is roughly at a 34.6% level (i.e., a 65.4% reduction) relative to the peak 
value of Figure 4.7 (a), and is quite significant.   
It is thus expected that hot electron effects, possible IPE, as well as thermal heating and 
hot-spot generation can be significantly mitigated through the two-pronged strategy for the 
PCSS. Given that the use of a metal extension leads to field re-distribution and the mitigation of 
the peak magnitude, calculations were next performed to gauge the extent of this reduction with 







Figure 4.7.  Electric field magnitude versus anode-cathode distance for different situations in the absence of any 
photoexcitation.  A cathode-anode bias of 10 kV was applied.  (a) The basic device structure, (b) mesa structure with 
metal extensions of L= 0.5 mm at both the anode and cathode ends on a 4 μm SiC layer, and (c) mesa structure 
having a 0.5 mm metal extension above a sandwiched HfO2 layer. 
 
 
            Qualitatively, one expects the operable device voltage to increase with increasing of L as 
the electric field profiles are lowered. However, such lowering of the electric field profiles 
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cannot continue as the overhang lengths are continually reduced.  With increased overhang, the 
anode-to-cathode distance shrinks.  Hence, beyond a certain point, the electric field will begin to 
creep up and will start increasing past a local minima.  Ideally, the overhang length 
corresponding to the minimum peak field would be the maximal extent of the metallic contacts.  
A secondary issue with regards to increasing the metal overhang is that any benefits of a reduced 
field magnitude come at the expense of lower optical throughput at the top surface.  Reduced 
throughput lowers the electron-hole creation within the active SiC-PCSS structure, and hence the 
optical conversion efficiency. 
Of additional interest is the role of thickness t and any optimization that might be made 
possible. An increase in thickness (t) can be expected to reduce the fields within the electrically 
active region of the device.  However, a larger thickness of the under-layer (say HfO2) below the 
metal could reduce the carrier drift velocities and collection efficiencies at the electrodes, since 
electric field penetration into the semiconductor falls off with distance.   First, in principle, 
double-(or stepped) metal plate structures could perhaps be some of the more appropriate  
possibilities that could be attempted for field mitigation.  However, such advanced strategies are 
expected to produce only incremental gain that would come at the expense of non-trivial 
increases in fabrication complexity.  Hence, a study into such varied structures is beyond the 
present scope, and perhaps is not entirely warranted.  Second, optical absorption leading to 
surface plasmon polaritons at the overhang would not efficiently transfer energy into the SiC.  




Figure 4.8.  Results for the peak electric field magnitude as a function of the metal extension length L.  The two 
plots shown correspond to the metal overhang above either SiC or HfO2 as shown in Figure 1.2 (b) and 1.2(c).  A 
thickness of t=4 μm below the metal overhang was chosen for both the SiC and HfO2 calculations. 
 
Figure 4.8 shows the results for the peak electric field magnitude as a function of the 
metal extension length L.  The structures of Figures 1.2 (b) and 1.2 (c) were used, and a uniform 
mesa thickness of t=4 μm was chosen for these calculations.  The two curves shown correspond 
to the metal overhang above SiC and HfO2, respectively.  From the figure, an initial drop in the 
peak electric field magnitude is seen to occur in both cases.  But this is then followed by gradual 
increases roughly beyond 0.5 mm.  So, from a practical standpoint, metal extensions of about 
L=0.5 mm at both the cathode and anode sides for this geometry and structure would be optimal.  
For HfO2, the peak field is predicted to be reduced from roughly 7.5MV/cm down to 2.5 MV/cm, 
which is about 33% of the untreated structure. 
Based on this result of an optimal length L of 0.5 mm for the case of a HfO2 layer, 
variation of the fields with thickness t was probed next.  However, for completeness, the two 
slightly different structures incorporating HfO2 as shown in Figures 1.2(c) and 1.2 (d) were used.  
One had a HfO2 layer of uniform thichness t spanning the entire length between the anode-to-
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cathode, as in Figure 1.2 (d).  The other consisted of a mesa-structure with the HfO2 layer 
spanning only a distance L from each electrode as shown in Figure 1.2(c).  Figure 4.9 reveals the 
peak electric field magnitudes as a function of the oxide thickness t for both cases.  The result 
indicates that a uniform HfO2 layer produces a fairly significant and consistent reduction in the 
peak electric field.  As compared to the original untreated configuration, electric field strengths 
at only about ~34% are predicted.  With the mesa structure, the plot of Figure 4.9 shows that 
HfO2 is not as efficient at reducing the fields unless a thickness of at least 2.5 microns is 
employed.  Given that a mesa design with a thicker HfO2 layer would take longer to grow the 
oxide and would also involve more processing, the thin HfO2 layer (say 0.5 μm) uniformly 
spaning the electrodes might be a better option.  However, it must be pointed out that this 
electrostatic analysis did not include other possible effects, such as the formation of interface 
defects at the HfO2-SiC interface or the band-bending normal to the interface that could occur.  
A complete analysis of such interfacial properties is beyond the present scope and would require 
approaches based on density functional theory [161,162]. 
 
Figure 4.9.  Peak electric field magnitudes as a function of the oxide thickness t.  The two curves represent structures 
with the HfO2 layer covering the entire region between the electrodes and a partial mesa coverage.  A contact metal 
extension of L = 0.5 mm on each of the anode and cathode sides was used for both structures. 
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For completeness, the issue of device heating was studied to probe the potential for 
temperature increases in the modified structures.  Only a limited number of studies have been 
devoted to the power dissipation and the thermal behavior of photoconductive switches [163, 
164].  These have typically focused on high-power devices where thermal management poses 
challenges to the overall system design.  A more recent report has also looked at heating in the 
metallization due to picosecond excitation pulses [165].  Calculations were performed for an 
electric pulse with duration that is typical for the SiC PCSS devices being used and tested within 
our group.  The actual pulses have a rise time of about 2.5 ns and an ON time of ~6.5 ns, 
followed by an exponential decay.  Here, an exponential decay time of 10 ns was assumed for 
the simulations, in keeping with the experiments.  For these thermal calculations, the maximum 
average conductivity within the PCSS following photoexcitation was set at 3 S/m, in keeping 
with experimental measurements.  This value can change somewhat depending on the incident 
photoexcitation flux or laser wavelength, but our choice represents a reasonable selection for 
conductivity based on data from several SiC PCSS samples.  The aim was to compute the 
temperature profile within SiC at a 20 kV bias for the case of a metal overhang of length L = 0.5 
mm with a uniform 0.5 μm HfO2 layer extending between both electrodes. 
A very simple and crude estimate of the temperature rise after an 8 ns time interval can 
be obtained from equation 3.35.  Ignoring diffusive thermal transport at the nanosecond time 
scales, ΔT ~ Q (Δt)/[ρ Cp] = σE2(Δt)/[ρ Cp], where the power density source term is represented 
by σE2.  For values in the present SiC context: ΔT ~ 4.5 (2x108)2(8x10-9)/[3210x750] ~ 600K, 
which yields a net local temperature of about 900̊ K for a ~300̊ K ambient.  This value is below 
the melting points of both the SiC (~3000̊ K) and the gold contacts (1330̊ K).  Without the 
modified structures, the electric fields would have been much higher.  However, in actual 
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practice, the use of the L = 0.5 mm metal overhang implies that laser generated electron-hole 
production in the SiC directly below the metal, and hence close to the contact with SiC, would be 
blocked off.  Thus, over the ultrashort (~ns) time scales, values of the power density term Q near 
the contacts would actually be much smaller than the above estimate.  The time interval for 
carrier drift across the 0.5 mm span below the metal extension, based on a saturation velocity of 
105 m/s, is about 4.5 ns.  Given the short duration (~8ns) of the overall laser pulse and the 
recombination centers deliberately incorporated in SiC to facilitate current decay and fast turn-
off [21], the ~4.5ns delay associated with carrier drift to the metal-SiC edge is a fairly significant 
fraction (on the relevant nanosecond timescales) and should further help alleviate local heating. 
Figure 4.10 shows the time evolution of the peak temperature across the SiC surface at a 
20 kV bias with the L = 0.5 mm over a uniform 0.5 μm HfO2 layer between electrodes.  It may 
be pointed out that this calculation neglects the details of some of the physical processes, such as 
the emission and trapping dynamics, field-dependent ionization, contact injection via competing 
mechanisms, etc.  In any case, the corresponding temperature distributions resulting from the 
numerical simulation were obtained at a 293̊ K ambient for the peak values over time, as given in 





Figure 4.10.  Calculated results of the peak temperature versus time in the PCSS at a 20 kV bias with L = 0.5 mm 
and a uniform 0.5 μm HfO2 layer spanning between the electrodes. 
 
The predicted temperature increase is seen to be about 980̊ K, and is well below the melting 
points for either SiC or gold.  Thus, this result demonstrates that thermal heating for this 
modified structure should not cause excessive build-up of internal stresses or defects or other 





CONCLUSIONS AND SCOPE FOR FUTURE WORK  
 
5.1 Concluding Summary 
This dissertation presents an analysis of the steady-state, current-voltage response of 
semi-insulating 4H-SiC and calculations of electric field distributions within a SiC-based 
photoconductive switch with metal contacts employing contact extensions on a high-k HfO2 
dielectric.  
In Chapter 1, an introduction of photoconductive switches and an outline of the 
dissertation objectives were given. Chapter 2 provides the background and a literature review. 
This chapter briefly discussed the theoretical principles of photoconductive switches, including 
characteristics of SiC material, classification of photoconductive switches, the transport in semi-
insulation materials, and the other relevant issues for photoconductive switching, including 
single and double injection. In Chapter 3, the simulation methods used for the photoconductive 
switch analysis were presented, while Chapter 4 provided the results of those simulation models.  
A model-based analysis of the steady-state, current-voltage response of semi-insulating 
4H–SiC was carried out to probe the internal mechanisms and transport phenomena.  Relevant 
physical processes, for example multiple defects, repulsive potential barriers to electron trapping, 
band-to-trap impact ionization, and field-dependent detrapping, were used for comprehensive 
numerical analyses.  The objective was to make comparisons with available experimental data 
obtained from SiC samples with and without exposure to electron irradiation.  The goals were to 
understand specific details of the observed J-E curve (e.g., variations in the slopes over different 




Results using the model matched the experimental data reasonably well over orders of 
magnitude variation in the current. A number of key parameters were also extracted in the 
process through comparing with the data. The measured results were explained in detail, with 
three comparatively shallow defects for the non-irradiated SiC sample, although some details, 
such as traps with a repulsive potential, field dependent emission, and trap-to-band ionization 
controlled by the local electric field, were required to explain the characteristics over the entire 
range sufficiently. For the irradiated sample, two deep traps were found to be necessary to fit the 
data, along with field-dependent emission.  In addition, trap-assisted tunneling was found to be a 
vital process at low voltages. Moreover, for this case, impact ionization was shown to be 
insignificant, at least over the range of electric field values used in the experiments. However, 
this does not reduce the possibility of impact ionization, or even of hole-generation during an 
exposure of such photoconductive samples to low wavelength laser radiation. Finally, the 
possible presence of holes in the samples was rejected for the experimental voltage range. 
Though not shown here explicitly, results of our simulations with the forced inclusion of hole 
injection resulted in negative differential conductance. The possibility of hole conduction 
becomes unlikely, as this feature was not observed in the data. 
Furthermore, calculations of electric field distributions within a SiC-based 
photoconductive switch were carried out to probe the effectiveness of strategies for mitigating 
the peak values, especially at the edges of metal contacts.  Previous experimental reports on such 
SiC devices had shown a potential for device failure at the metal edges, due to field over-
stressing.  Two strategies were used in this calculation. Extended metal contacts were used to 
provide an extended surface for the termination of the field lines, and a high-k dielectric was 
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introduced and used above the bulk SiC. For completeness, analysis of thermal heating in a 
lateral PCSS structure with such modified geometries after photoexcitation was also included. 
The simulation results show that peak electric fields, and hence the potential for device 
failure, can be mitigated by these strategies.  A combination of the two approaches was shown to 
produce up to a ~67% reduction in peak fields.  The reduced values were well below the 
threshold for breakdown in SiC material using biasing, as was found by other researchers.  The 
field mitigation was shown to depend on the length of the metal overhang.  For the device 
dimensions studied, this analysis suggests that using a HfO2 cap layer as thin as 0.5 μm above 
the bulk SiC PCSS, together with a 0.5 mm metal extension, would be very effective.  Though 
specific values for the metal extension and the HfO2 layer thickness were obtained for a given 
device structure, the recipe is robust, so similar calculations could be carried out, as necessary, 
for obtaining the optimized values for other device sizes, in order to protect against field-related 
device failure.  Finally, these calculations showed that, upon field mitigation, the internal 
temperature rise would also be controlled.  A maximum value of 980 K was obtained here for an 
8 ns electrical pulse at a 20 kV external bias.  This is well below the limits for generating local 
stress or cracks or defects, thermal runaway associated with decreases in thermal conductivity 
with increasing temperature [74], or other deleterious high temperature effects [75].  
 
5.2 Scope for Future Work 
Based on the research work described in this dissertation, some of the other areas for 
further research and simulation aspects for future studies are briefly described as follows:  
 Observing the transient behavior.  This would open up the possibility to 
evaluate the 4H-SiC photoconductive switches.  
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 Carrying out two-dimensional (2-D) simulation for the steady-state. Since 
a simple one-dimensional model was used, a more rigorous and accurate two-dimensional 
approach would probably lead to slight differences in the parameter set needed to curve 
fit the data. 
 Extending the 2D analysis to look at time-dependent decay in photocurrent 
that is probed by time-resolved microwave power reflectance (TRMPR) data. Such 
TRMPR measurements have been reported for SiC samples in the literature, and are 
available for comparison. Such a comparison would yield an independent assessment of 
trap energies and carrier lifetimes. 
 Performing experimental measurements on SiC-based photoconductive 
switch with the extended metal contact and the high-k dielectric on top of bulk SiC.  This 
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